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II� Summary of Activities and Accomplishments
A. Narrative
Graham County women have come to use Extension Service more
widely in the past year as evidenced by greater participa-·
-
tion, individual requests,a more active homemakers' council�
and a broadening of the program for the coming year. The
flow of business over the home demonsta-atdon agent 1 s desk
is another indication of increased teaching.
The lay leadership system has been considered successful.
It is gratifying to note that only occasionally do leader
training schools fail to represent all affiliated clubs ��d
organizations. Women have come to realize that they need
to rely on theleader system if they are to participate in
all projects.
84 adult leaders have taught 91 l�ssons during the year in
10 communi,ties with an attendance of 1,470. 33J\ leaders
have attended the 23 training meetings. Aside from instruct­
ing in all leader training meetings, the home demonstration
agent has done the teaching in 37 more club or organization
meetings, with an attendance of 851.
Fifteen women have served as girls' 4-H club leaders or
cooperators. They have held 177 meetings in five communi-·
ties, with an attendance of 1,715. Two junior leaders have
assisted. The home demonstration agent and the junior
assistant home demonstration agent met with 4-H clubs
63 times ..
Three major special interest schools were held -- tailoring,
se�ng machine cleaning and restoring old furniture. 63 women
completed tailored garments for themselves, 58 women took
apart, cleaned and adjusted their own sewing machines, and
an estimated number of 30 women will have restored furniture
for their homes when the furniture school is completed.
The county homemakers f council has: taken more responsibility,
both ip county project work and in handling the physical
arrangements for meetings. Because the council is responsible
for the county progr,am, rural women feel to a greater degree
that it is truly their program.
Extension service for women has been activein eleven communi­
ties, in ten of which there has been planned extension group
work. Project studies have been conducted through homemakers'
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clubs, church organizations and special interest groups.
Homemakers' club enrollment is 100; affiliated or-gandza­
tions 369.,
Homemaking information has been taught by means of meetings,
home visits, circular letters, newspaper articles, radio
programs, bul.Letzlna, and office conferences. .Instruction is
given by demonstration whenever possible. A program summar,y
of the year's project work may be found at the close of the
section "county homemakers' project program". In addition
to the above formal program, assistance has been given by
the home demonstration agent on all phases of homemaking
through office and telephone calls.
The following state extension service personnel have been
in the county to advise and assist the home demonstration
agent:
Mr. Howard R. Baker
1uss Jean M. stewart
Miss Grace Ryan
Miss Helen L. Church
Miss Reva Lincoln
Kenneth L. McKee
Mrso Ellen Kightlinger
Mr. Joe McClelland
Dr. J., N. Roney
Assistant state Director
state Home Demonstration Leader
Home Management Specialist
Clothing Specialist
Nutrition Specialist
state 4-H Leader
Assistant State 4-H Leader
Information Specialist
Entomologist
The following professional persons of the county have assisted
in their respective fields, -physicians, nurses, teachers,
veterinarians, nurserymen, and the health sanitarian. Schools,
churches, and organizations have been cooperative in aid-
L�g extension service.
A junior assistant home demonstration agent was in the county
for the summer months to receive training in extension work
and to car17 on most of the girls I 4-H club work. She sub- \
mitted her own annual report.
Since Graham is one of a two-count� unit in home demonstratian
work,·the agent divides time and teaching proportionately
between the two. Much of the organization and pla�ing,
however, for both counties is done through the one head-"
quarters' office. Separate annual reports are written by
the horne demonstration agent.
A combined armual report of boys' and girls I 4-H club work
for the year was prepared by the county agent and the horoo
demonstration agent. It; Lnsubmftted separately from this
report..
.�
�r!
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II. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOIlPLISHMENTS
B.. Statistics
Months in service · . 12
215':."
93-3/4
121-1/4
152-1/4
62-3/4
291
252
Days in Graham County
Days in field
Days in office
· .
· .
Days spent with adults
Days spent with 4-H
· ..
· .
Home Visits
Different homes visited
· .
· .
Office calls
Telephone calls
Bulletins distributed
News Articles
Radio programs
.•.....••••• 752
••••••..•.•• 252
••..••••••• 1,735
••.......•• 81
• . . . . . . . . . • 27
Homemakers' clubs
Enrollment
• ••••••• 0 •• 850
• ••••••••• e· Lv.
· .......... 100
· .......... 14
· .......... 84
· .......... 13
· .......... 119
Mailing list
Affiliated clubs
Leaders in adult work
4-H clubs
Enrollment
Leaders in 4-H work · . 18
Leader training meetings - adult and 4-H
Attendance · .
25
442
45
941
Demonstrations - adult and 4-H
Attendance
· .
· .
other extension meetings -"adult and 4-H ••••••••••• 17
Attendance ••••••••••• 991
1�iles traveled •••••••••• 3,174
3
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III.. Project Activities and Results
Extension Organization and Planning
1. Extension Schools and Conferences
The 1948 Annual Conference of the state Extension staff of
Arizona emphasized letting all workers know how the others
are carrying on; in serving the farm family. County agents
a�d home demonstration agents took turn about describing in
some detail how they get the job done. Mentioning one or two
of the topics of discussion shows their trend: "The Community
and the Agent, How Nutrition is Taught. This home demonstra­
tion agent spoke twice on the program, relating How Tailoring
is Taught and Planning 4-H Club Meetings. The give and take
of county problems and teaching methods were most worthwhile
and appreciated by this agent.
The agent attended the extensdon service radio school for
staff members. Advice and prgetice gained have made easier
the preparation of the weekly broadcasts made by the county
agent and the home demonstration agent. Being advised to change
from reading to talking from notes has proved to be the most
important help.. Putting more local names into the broadcast
has been pleasantly accepted.
To prepare home demonstration agents for sewing machine cleaning
workshops, a school was held in March by the state Clothing
Specialist. Sewing machines of the three main types were taken
apart, studied, cl.eaaed, put back together and adjusted to a
perfect stitch. The teaching was precise, and one cquld not
but know sewing machines thoroughly by the time the school
session was over.
Thirteen county ladies and the home demonstration agent attend­
ed the 3-day Country Life Conference held at the state Universijzy"
for all rural women. Homemakers
I clubs and affiliated organ­
izations were represented among the delegates. Five communi-
ties of the county were represented. One Graham county lady jo:bned
others to make a "Dinner Bell" radio program sponsored by the
"Arizona Farmer" magazine, and broadcast�over the entil'e state.
The president of the County Homemakers' Qouilcil was featured
on a radio program which described the events of the Country
Life Conference� She stressed the inspiration that came from
the conference to make rural women see the advantages and
satisfactions in rural living. This agent served as program
chairman for the county homemakers' demonstrations.
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The agent is a member of the state 4-H policies committee,
and met l�th this committee for a two-day session in April.
study and plans were made of county and state ,4-H eventaj
4-H camp, leadership training, local and state, and national
contests. The most important poli� to come out of this
particular meeting is that for out-of-school clubs and lay
leadership.
The agent attended the summer short course for extensioners at
Colorado A. & M. College. Training in 4-H history and present -
methods were received from Mr. T. A. Erickson, Rural Consultant,
General Mills Corporation. The cluss was valuable both from
the standpoints of b�. Erickson's teaching and experiences,
and individual or panel presentations by class members. The
class represented the largest number of extensioners ever
gathered together to study 4-H circumstances and methods. The
home demonstration agent studied also Extension-philosoph,y
objectives and methods taught by Kenneth Warner, Extension
Meat Specialist from the national office. The psychology
which Mr. Warner preached and practiced was very effective.
The JIT methods demonstrated· are most helpful in any extension
teaching. Thirty-two states, Canada, Hawaii, and India were
represented by the 144 extension workers present in the summer
session. This agent was chosen to receive a cash scholar-
ship for summer school, offered by the Horace A. Moses
Foundation, Inc. of West Springfield, Massachusetts. The
scholarship is awarded in the interest of advanced stuqy in
4-H work.
The agent attended the 3-day leadership school in. FJm.gstaff.�
It was certainly with a feeling of satisfaction that the agent
realized nearly 80 4-H club leaders in the state were interested
enough in club work to go to. the school Leaders I expenses
for the three day session were paid by the-Sears Roebuck
Foundation.. This being the first training school on a state­
wide basis, the turnout and aFparent accomplishments were out­
standing. Three adult and two junior leaders attended from
Graham County. It was important to note that there were about
equal numbers of junior and adult leaders in the school. All
surely gained inspiration for their own club work, learned
best ways of conducting demonstrations and meetings, and were
able to compare their own efforts and achievements with those
of other clubs and leaders. Perhaps the most revolutionary
ou�come of the conference was the acceptance and backing of
the policy to get 4-H clubs out of the schools. This agent
served as part of the teaching staff, presenting "How to
Organize 4-H Clubs.,ff Miss Lydia Ann Lynde, Family Relations
Specialist in the national office, pleased ever,yone by her
practical approach to and consideration of adolescent problems •
.
r..:
c.'
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The home demonstration agents annual conference of four days
was attended by this agent. The conference sessions were
dominated by an informal atmosphere of rock bottom discussion
of county and state problems among the several agents and
·specialists.. Of particular help were the studies of weekly,
monthly and mmual reports. This agent presented to the
group the following topics and discussions: Making the Weekly
Report Work For You; Organizing 4-H Clubs; and Summer School
study. The information that Mrs. Lydia Ann Iynde brought to
the agents was mas t challenging. Her experience in working'
with families and with youth was described in such a way that
all agents must have been inspired to greater efforts in family
relations problems. Mrs. Lynde has a way of teaching so that
one cannot fail to be invigorated.
Miss Jean stew'art, s tatel.home demonstration leader" was in the
county twice during the year to assist in p�ogram planning and
execution. She attended the two County Homemakers' Council
meetings, speaking at the spring meeting on "County and state
Councils", and at the fall meeting on "Long Range Planning,
Short Range Action".
Leader training and spec�al interest schools were held in the
county by state staff members and the home demonstration agent
as follows:
Tailoring (2 lessons) Dec.
Home Milk Pasteurization Jan.
Redmodeling and Salvage of Clothes Feb.
Tailoring (1 lesson)
.
Feb.
Home Demonstration Agent Tailoring (4 lessons) Feb.
Reva Lincoln Meals T)lat Save and Satisfy Mar.
Dr. J. N. Roney Insect Control (2 meetings)
Home Demonstration Agent Sewing Machine Cleaning
Reva Lincoln Home Freezing
Kenneth L. McKee 4-H leader training
Helen Church "II If
Reva Lincoln II n
II
Grace Ryan "
It It!
Home Demonstration Agent Home Canning
Grace Ryan 4-H Room Improvement Project Wk�
Helen Church Grooming
Grace Ryan Room Color Schemes
Home Demonstration Agent Holiday Decorations
Home Demonstration Agent Restoring old rurni�ure (3
Helen 1. Church
Reva Lincoln
Helen Lo Church
Mar.-
Apr.,May,Aug.
:May
June
June
June
June
June
July
sept ..
Oct.
Nov.
lessons) Dec.
All the above training schools were held according to the year's
Plan of Work made in advance. Certain adjustments were made as �
project required.
.'
6
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A new home demonstration agent at large spent two days in the '"
county for purposes of orientation. During this time office
work was attende& ,home visits were made to club presidents"
and a demonstration on home milk pasteurization was given.
At a P.T.A. meeting the agent showed the film "Battling
Brucellosis" and talked on "Undulant Fever and Safe Milk".
This being a cross section of the work of a home demonstration _
agent" it is hoped that the new agent could realize adjustment
to the work.
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III. Project Activities and Results
Extension Organization and Planning
2., County Homemakers' Council
In the past year the Graham County Homemakers' Council has
in reality funct�oned as a council. It has taken matters of
county homemaking interests into its Olm hands; made study
projects of them� appointed committees to act for the benefit
of causes the council backed, arranged county-wide meetings�
and in many ways assisted the agent in carrying on the Extens-·
ion program. The officers have served efficiently to plan and
run their own council meetings.
It was through the president of the council and her officers
that requests for the Country Life Conference program were
received. The question of the organization of a state council
was handled through county council officers. The agent met
with the officers at least once for formal planning of county
meetings. Mechanics of each meeting were taken care of by the
officers, and their committees.
Twenty-nine ladies gathered for the spring, all-day meeting.
The librarian of Gila College was the main speaker, his subject
being "Rural Library Service for Arizonan.. The film "Books
and People" borrowed from the University was shown to let the
folks see how a mobile librar,y unit operates. A county
library service committee was appointed which should follow
through the suggestions of action to procure some kind of
service for Graham county. Council project reports described
progress made on: getting all youth teachers to instruct the
same food habits, getting the services of a visiting nurse,
valley and community fly control.. These projects are discussed
·later in their proper section of the report. Club reports
told of activities and projects accomplished during the year.
The home demonstration agent gave a sunnnary of the 1949 pro­
gram under the topic "Extension Service You May Wantn. She
showed photographs of past work such as tailoring and milk
pas teurdaatd.on, and future projects such as room color scheme
study. A program. and meeting minutes follow this report
section ..
The fall council meeting had as its specific job the planning
of the 1950 extension program. Twenty-two attending ladies were
divided into four grO'Ups, clothing, nutrition� health� and
home furnishings, each group headed by a chairman. Requests.;
made by clubs and individuals about the county were considered
by this group for the coming year's program. 4-H club work
was stressed, and a club member demonstrated "How to Cle an
Metals". The Council voted two members to serve on the
planned county 4-H council. A program and meeting minutes
follow this report section.
�'I" ...
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A program sifting committee composed of out-going and in-coming
council officers and chairmen of area groups met to whittle
down and calendarize the 1950 program recommendations made at
the fall meeting. According to the tentative program thus
made, the agent prepared a program showing club projects,
council projects, county-wide special interest projects, and
club special interest projects, including also possible
university kit lessons, and forwarded it to the state office
for approval. Through the council each homemakers' club and
affiliated organization will receive a copy of the approved
program from which it may choose projects for its own group
study.
It is gratifying to the agent that the Council is .taking on
its ovm shoulders matters of county interest and study through
extension service. Its eyes are open to possible improvement
in health, nutrition, youth development, convenient homes,
and family relationships.
Four homemaker clubs and ten L.D.S. Relief Societies in the
county are active in the homemakers council. During the
past year c�cil officers visited groups other than the ones
to which they personallY belong to learn how others are
carrying on. This visiting will be done again in the coming
year.
GRAHAM: COUNTY HOIJlE}tAKERS' COUNCIL
Safford, Arizona
March 31,,1949
Dear Homemaker:.
As President of your Homemakers' Club or Relief Society, you and your
executive officers are especially invited to the meeting of the Graham
County Homemakers' Council. Please extend this invitation to all members
of your organization.
Pima Relief Society Hal�
Thursday, April 14, 10:30 A.M.
10t30 Registration
10:45 Call to order - - - - - - - - - � - Mrs. J., David Lee, President
Minutes � - - _,- - - -� - - - - -{Mrs. Paul Alder, Secretar.y
Rural Library Service
Librar.y - - - - Mrs. Vinnie Marshall
Rural Angle of Librar,y - Mr. Charles Kiser, Librarian of Gila
Junior College
(To be illustrated by moving pictures)
12:00 Noon LUNCH - - - Price 80¢"
1:15 Reports of activities Ln panel discussion, Mrs. Allen Hart, Chairman
assisted by presidents of the Homemakers' clubs and Relief Societies
Special reports on:
Visiting Nurse's Kit - - - - - -Charlotte Weathersby
Teach��g Child Food Habits -- Olive Hoopes
Fly and ¥osquito Control - - -.. Lela Udall
2 :00 !ICounty and State Homemakers t Councils" - - - Miss Jean M. Stewart
state Home Demonstration Leader
2:30 "Extension servic� You May Want" - - - - Mrs. Lois E. Harrison
, County Home Demonstration Agent
,
2 :-45 "Country Life C6nrerencetl - last minute check-up.
3:00 Adjournment
PLEASE RETURN THE ENCLOSED ATTENDANCE CARD NOT LATER THAn MONDAY, APRIL 11th
BE SURE THAT YOUR ORGANIZATION IS REPRESENTED.
Sincere� yours,
/s/ Mrs. J. David Lee"
Mrs. J. David Lee
Council President
s/ :Mrs., Allen Hart
�ws. Allen Har£, Council Vice President
I 10
.. ,.1
/s/ Mrs. Paul Alder
Mrs. Paul Alder
Council, Secretary"Tres.
MINUTES
GHAIWl.ll: COUNTY· HOMEMAKER' S COUNCIL
Spring Meeting, 1949
The Graham County Homemaker's Council held its spring meeting
on April 14th, 1949, in the Pima Relie! Society Hall. The meet­
ing was called to order at 10:30 A.M. by Ae.i�J!ig President, :Mrs.
J. David Lee, of Thatcher. Mrs. John Reddock gave the homemaker's
creed. Nnuautes of the previous meeting were read by the secretar,y,
Mrs. Paul Alder of Pima, and approved as read.
Mr. Charles Kiser, libearian at Gila Junior College, was the main
speaker of the day. His subject was "Rural Services of Libraries".
Mr. Kiser reviewed the Arizona survey of library service. Mrs.
Vinnie Marshall of Pima, chairman of the Homemaker's Libr�
Committee, was to choose a committee and correspond with proper
state officials to see if Graham County could have a traveling
book-mobile.
A' lunch was served at noon by the ladies of the Pima Relief Society.
Reports on organization activities of women's groups following the
ExtenSion Service teaching program. Mrs. Charlotte Weathersby of
Klondyke reported on their nursers kit.. Mrs • Olive H�opes of Thathcer
reported on "Improved Food Hatits of Children". Mrs� Ella Lee of
Thatcher told of the county efforts toward fly control. Organizational
reports were made by the following Ladfes c :Mrs. �ie Sherman of
the Safford Homemakers' Club, Mrs. Bessie Layton, Thatcher Relief
Society. Mrs. Wilford Hamblin of the Central Relief Society, Mrs.
HazelL Bryce of Ashurst Homemakers' Club, and :Mrs. Pearl Cluff of the
Pima Relief Society.. Mrs. Thelma Hart of Ft. Thomas was chairman of
the county report· session. MLtss Jean M. stewart, State Home Demon­
stration Leader, spoke on "County and State Homemakers I Councils".
Mrs. Lois Harrison, Home Demonstration Agent, outlined "Extension Service
You May Want".
Mrs. ·Lee conducted a last minute check-up on Country Life Conference
attendance. It was reported that 16 ladies of Graham County planned
to attend. The meeting was adjourned at 3:15 P.M.
Respecfully submitted,
Mrs. Paul Alder, Secretar,y
..
'
11
GRAHAM COV� HOMEMAKERS. COuNCIL
Sar�ord" Arizona'
September 15, 1949
Dear Homemaker:
;, ' .
As President of your Homemakers Club or Relief' Society, you
are invited to the fall meeting of the Grah� County Homemakers' council.
please extend this invjtation to !!! members of your organization.
It is the responsibility of the Council at this meeting to set up a County
Program of vVork for' 1950 for all clubs and organizations which use the Exten­
sion Service' training program. The' election of officers is another duty of'
this meeting.'
'
PROGRAM OF THE MEETING
,Safford Ward ChurOh
\'ednesday� September 2-8, 10:30 A.M.
10:30 Registration
10:45
• e . . . . . . . . .
• • • S� J.,•• o-,-e"s.
County Agent
Mrs. J. David Ue" President
Mrs. Paul Alder, Secretary
l�s. Lois E. Harrison
Home Demonstration Agent
Miss Grace Ryan, Home
Management Specialis t
Jeanine Stewart, 4-H Girl
Call to order
Minutes
Greetings
• • • • • e • • e • •
• e
11:00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11:45 Demonstration,; Cleaning Metals e' • • .' e
12:00 Noon LUNCH, POT LUCK
�
1 :00 "Long Range Planning, Short Range Action" Mis,s Jean M. Stewart,
state Home Demonstration Leader
1:40 Planning 1950 Program
Project Discussion Groups Chairmen: Clothing .;.. Mrs. Carol Lines
Foods & Nutrition - Sophrona
Clawson
Home Management - Thelma Hart.
Health - Charlotte Weathersby
2:40· Reports to general session •••••Project groups chairmen
3:15 Announcement of Sifting Committee Me�ting
3:30 Adjournment
Extension Service integrates homemaking training for all groups of women.
BE SURE THAT YOUR ORGANIZATION IS REPRESENTED.
MINUTES
GRAImi COUNTY HOMEMAKERS I COUNCIL
FALL MEETING
The Graham County Homemakers' Council held its fall meeting
September 28, 1949, in the Safford Relief Society Hall.. The
meeting was called to order at 10 :.45 A.M. by the President,
11rs. J. David Lee of Thatcher. She extended an invitation
for all to attend the Associated Country-Women of the World
convention this year in Colorado Springs. The Homemakers'
Creed was given by Mrs .. Edna Clawson. Minutes of the previous
meeting were read by the Secretar,y, Mrs. Paul Alder" and
approved as read.
County Agent, S •. L. OWens gave a brief talk on "How to Make
Your Yards and Homes More Pleasant Places to Live".
Mrs. Lois Harrison, Home Demonstration Agent, spoke about the
Homemakers' Lamp and explained its meaning.
Miss Grace Ryan, Home Management Specialist was the key
speaker. Her subject was the "Expandable Farm House".
Jeanine stewart, a 4-H girl, gave a demonstration "Cleaning of
Metals". A._pot luck luncheon was served at noon.
A report from the nominating committee was given by Mrs. Vinnie
Marshall. The election was carried as follows:: President, Mrs.
Thelma Hart, Vice-president, Mrs. Charlotte Weathersby, Secretary,
Mrs.. Lois Cope ..
}fuss Jean stewart, State Home Demonstration Leader, spoke on
"Long Range Planning, Short Range Action".
Planning of the 1950 program was then turned over to discussion
groups:
Chairman of Clothing -Mrs. Trella Ellsworth
� Foods and Nutrition - Mrs. Sopbrona Clawson
n Home Management" Mrs. Thelma Hart
" Health, Mrs. Lo},lise Regan
Reports of recommendations to the general session were given by
group chairmen.
Announcement:; of the Program Sifting Connnittee meeting was set
for Frida,y, October 7 at 2:00 P.M. in the Extension Service Office.
Respectful� submitted,
' .: � 13 . .'
Mrs. Paul Alder� Secretar,r
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III. Project Activities and Results
Extension Org&�ization and Planning
3. County Bomemakerst Program
A project program for the year was made by the following
sequence of considerations:
1. Requests made by homemakersl clu� other affiliated
organizations, and individuals
2. Critical appraisal of homemakers' needs according to
surveys of the county and past project studies
3. Council selection and recommendations for year I,S
program
4. Sifting and calendarizing of recommendations by a
council committee
5. State Extension Office approval of the program
6. Calendarized project program sent to each homemakers I
club and affiliated organizations
7. Acceptance of all or part of the program by each
organized group
Arrangements for the assistance of specialists were made through
the state office. .ft.. detailed Plan of Work and teaching out-,
line was made to facilitate the carrying out of the program.
A copy of the program by months and by projects follows this
report section. It shows the program divided into:
1. County club projects
2. County special interest projects
3. Local club special interest projects
4. county council projects'
5. Newspaper and radio teaching projects
The project program for 1950 has been pla�ned by a similar
sequence of action. A copy of the program by months and by
projects follows this report section.
In Graham CountyJ Extension Service and the L.D.S. Relief
Societies cooperate very closely in program planning and
execution. As affiliated organizations the Relief Societies
send their wonk directors to extension leader training meet­
ings and use the octension teaching very effectively. Four
homemakers I clubs and ten relief societies plan and follow
the program together.
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All homemakers clubs use pr ogram bookl.ebs so that each member
may have information of each months I study as follows:
1. Date and time of meeting
2. Hostess
3. Roll call answer topic
4. Project
5. Leaders
6. Special interest
Hostesses and project leaders are selected for the entire
year, Changes or substitutions are made as necessary.
Lay leadership is being used quite sucessfully. Since the
agent oversees the study of 22 clubs or affilia'\ied organiza­
tions in the two-county unit" it would be impossible for hen
to attend all meetings., Project leader meetings are consistently
held at the same meeting place, consistently on the Thursday
of the first full week of the month. By this procedure,
leaders are prepared for teaching the projects in ample time
for their own group meetings which fall" according to plan"
later in the month. One hundred percent attendance at all
leader training meetings is not the case, but it is satisfying
to realize ttatthe percentage is not far below that. Leader
reports are used for all projects applicable" and, in this
past year" they have been turned in at the rate of 80 to 90
percent. Year summary reports are in this report in their
proper sections.
The agent has attended meetings with each club in the county
at least four ,times during the year. For special assistance
in re-organization she has attended the meetings of one club
five times. It is still very evident that rural women rely
on and sincerely want the agent to attend as � meetings as
possible. However" they have accepted the lay leader system
and are developing good community leaders because of it. Many
have expressed their appreciation of being chosen to attend
leader meetings and to carry the study to �he rest of their
groups.
SpeCial interest schools have been very popular. The extension
school of tailoring has done a valuable good to the prestige
of extension service. Its favorable name and fame have gone
far from this one project. Details of the tailoring school
are told in this report in the Clothing section. In the
same trend is the sewing machine cleaning project. Women are
really appreciative to learn such usable information. The
1 15
.� \
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school for restoring furniture, to be held in December of
this year, is expected to call forth equal interest. It is
a repeat project because so many women missed it when last
given.
Newspaper articles and radio talks ��pplement the organizational
teaching. The local paper carries a weekly column of the home
demonstration agent, and with the county agent, she has a weekly
radio program. Special request teaching is done as the need
arises.
GRAHAM COUNTY J � � i
PROJECT WORK LEADER TRAINING !:IEETING PROJECT IJEADERS NEEDED
Milk, Meat, Undulant Fever
Home Pasteurization of milk yes
Tailoring of Womens' Coats & Suits
Special interest
Remodeling and Salvage of clothes yes 2
Tailoring of Womens' Goats &. Suits
Special interest
Short cuts in cooking - One Dish Meals
Broiler foods
Gila Valley Fll Control - special interest
yes 2
Sewing Machine Clinic - Special
interest and club
Spring County Council Meeting
Country Life Conference for Women
if desired project
Freezing of Foods - special interest yes if desired project
Pressure cooker clinic -special interest yes
2
if desired project
RecreatJ.on and community l�fe
Year's Business - Book Review I
Making the best of appearances-grooming
Fall County Council Meeting
yes 2
Room color schemes
County Fair
yes
Restoring old furniture - special interest
State Fair
yes if desired project
Recreation and community life 1 or 2
onths when your club doesnot choose the regular county project, the fo1lo"VTing
ets will be available to you:
Short Cuts in Sewing
Using a Nurse's Kit
Libr� Service for Rural People
Arizona Cancer Program
Reading a One Act Play
:: July: Apron :Making
� make arrangements with me personally for any of the above projects.
. .
;1 17-:11'
County: Graham
�ub Project
Tentative
SUMMAPJ BY MONTHS
for period
Januar,y 1, 1950 to Januar,y 1, 1951
PROJECT WORK NO •SPECIALIST
DAYS REQUIRED
LTM PROJECT HANDLED IN
COUNTY BY:
Managemen�ear's schedule & How to
Make a Bed *1 Club presidents
� BRIJARI Lighting 1 HD.A.,ott leaders
,; IiCB Family Meals � x H.D.A. or leaders
Leaders or H.D.A. or
trained persons from
,'
---------------- o_th_e_r__f_i_e_lds ___
Club Special Interest
-:i
;�'r Making Clothing Accessories X H.D.A. or leaders'------------�------�------------------------------------------------------------
�---------M-e_d-i-cal--.-c-ar--e-:F-e-e-t--an__d-s-h-o-e-s.i-ac_c_i_d_e_n_t_s Me_di_·_c_a_l_p�e_r_s_o_nn__e1 _
Leaders
1
',;'a Recreation
'; JUST 4-H Observance and Book Review
.'�-----._._--------------------------------------
Leaders
, • ..!.
"�__EMBER De__s_ign._s__f_o_r_S_e_lf *'_a_· ]_:- X H�.D_._A_.__or__l_e_a_d_er_s _J.
�OBER Window Treatment -Draperies
Q'1EMBER Sewing Machine Attachments X H.D.A. or leaders
,.' ..;:::0. -------------- _
!U
-
II
]_
X H.D.A. or leaders
�EMBER Election of officers and recreation Leaders
·:ec--------------------------------------------
-
.1 Short demonsbrafdon sent in leader' s kit
,9.i';1 Project slightly different, but under same specialist
·'1 PROGRAM TO BE SUBMITTED SEPARATELY TO 4-H DEPARTMENT
rNCIL SPECIAL INTEREST PROJECTS
NOTE:Pressure cookers to be tested
� time during year
Continued study of county librar,r possibilities
Sponsoring 4-H and 4-H Council
Advocacy of County Hospital
LA :'Im'Y SPECIAL INTEREST PROJECTS
(rr! �.
Council committee
rt rt:
" "
�H Lamp Making
!IL Sewing Machine Cleaning
'T • Children's Clothing
! :SEPI': Council Meetings
Specialist
H.D.A.
H.D.A.
H.D.A. & Council
B SPECIAL INTEREST PROJECTS
Dry Cleaning
Apron Making
Cancer Program
Adolescent Activity
Other University Kits , .,'!
Leader
Leaders
M.D.
Leader
Leader
18
Attachment for Tentative Summary by Months
For period Januar,y 1, 1950 to Januar,y 1, 1951 Graham: County
Requests for specialists will be made as indicated on the sheet "Summary
by Months"
All Leader Training Meetings are to be scheduled for the Thursday of
the first full week in the month indicated.
Specialists' services needed by the home demonstration agent for projects
for which no specialist is called into the county may be given at such
time as they are in the county for otherwise requested days •
..
I
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III. Project Activities and Results
Extension Organization and Planning
.4. Publicity
Publicity for extension service in Graham County has been
handled through several expedients. T;he local weekly news­
paper, the "Graham County Guardian" carries a regular co'lumn
by the home demonstration agent, a sample of which follows this
report section.
In addition, news relating to specialties such as council.
meetings, special interest schools, state meetings and pr-oject
studies are released by the agent. News concerning club act­
ivities is issued to the press by club reporters, a sample of
which follow's this report section. Keener club enthusiasm
is realized f�omwomen doing their own reporting.
Every week a "Safety Tipn is included with the column of the
agent.
News of ext·ension service activities is carried also by the
"Tucson Daily Citizentt in the Eastern Arizona Edition. The
reporter gets his news directly from the home demonstration
agent or she furnishes him with articles. A sample follows
this report section.
The home demonstration agent sends to the "Arizona Farmer"
news of county activities which are, considered to be of broader,
state-wide interest. For special occasions in the county,
this paper' sends a reporter into the county. Pictures usually
accompany these articles. A sample follows this report section.
Pertinent news is �ssued also to all the above-mentioned
newspapers by the state Extension Service Information Office.
The county agent and the home demonstration agent have a
weekly radio program of. 15 minutes. Regu.lar air time is each
Saturday from 12:30 to 12:.45 P.M. That is a time when farmers,
homemakers and 4-H youth may be found at home. The name of
the program is "Stepping Along with Our County Extension
Service"., The musical theme is the lively march nstepping
Along". Programs are varied, both in content and guest
speakers, but local interest and information is always the
main text. state personnel and local professional persons
have appeared from time to time to give change to the listen­
ing public. 4-H work has had its share of the programs through
the year. Local names and stories are used�ery possible
occasion. Farmers, homemakers, 4-H club leaders and members
appear on the program, probably on an average of more than
once a month.
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In addition to the regular radio program, the home demonstra­
tion agent has special announcements made from time to time on
another feature program "The Builtin Board of the Air". On
the air daily at 10:15 A.M. this offers an excellent opportunity
for spot news of leader meetings� workshops, club meetings.
One other program heard daily at 7::15 A.M. often carries
extension serv�ce news. Both these programs are handled
by radio station staff members, and often they call extension
service to get the" news.
At particular times, such as National Home Demonstration Week.,
National 4-H Week, National Safety Week, radio coverage is
always a part of the observance.
Circular letters to the mailing list are used to a lesser
degree than would be the case if the newspaper and radio
publicity were not so complete, quick, and effective.
The following list gives titles of articles in the home
demonstration agent's regular column: Housekeeping Helps
and Hintst1::
Food Selection and
Preparation Corn Fondue
!lain Course CUstards
New1Vayof Cooking Beans
Try JJl Old Favorite (cornmeal)
Keep Skins on Vegetables
Pan Broiling Certain Cuts of Meat
Shorts on Fish, 6atmeal, Beets
Tr,r Carrot Souffle
1Vhat's in an"Egg�
Good Way to Use Bacon Fat
Let's Hav.e Good Melons
Ways With Peaches
Summer Egg Care
Three CIS for Keeping Eggs
Dress Up Salads for the Family
Sweet Potatoes now are Autumn Special
Use Frozen Food, Do Not Save It
Carrot Marmalade
Keeping the Cookie -Jar Full
21
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Altitude changes Time of Vegetables
Help Yourself to Meat
Milk for Young and Old
Don't Overlook Milk as Source of Calcium
Plentiful Hens are Her�
Get Your Calories Straight or Mixed
Most for the Least
Food Preserva-­
tion and
storage Planning for Gan:irlng
Frozen Foods Contest Open
Freezer Size is Important
Frozen Vegetables Contain Few Bacteria
Home Manage­
ment
Clothing and
Textiles
Invasion of Bugs and Insects
Winter is Hard on Washing Machines
Double Bleach
Water spots
Get the Most From Your Sewing :Machine.
Vlhat's New in Starch
Pick Best spot for Your Home Freezer
Scan the stores for New Aids
Fewer Pots and Pans to be Washed
Kitchens can be Dangerous
Cleaning the Kitchen Range
Child's School Grades Uay F..ise "Viith Improved
Lighting for His study
Nylon Knitting Yarns
Graham.County Women Suit Themselves
Graham county Women Tailor Their OWn
Shrinking and Stretching of Clothing Studied
Perk up Your Pocketbook
Coun�J Home Tailoring
Self Help Clothes for Children
Matching Plaids
All Wool and a Yard Wide - and Vat pyed
Proper Care Means Longer Life For Nylon
Firm Fasteners will Stand l1ear
.'
",...
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Health and
Safety Recreation
Holiday Fun
Christmas Suggestions
Holiday Time
Kitchens can be Dangerous
Fire Danger Greater� in Rural Dwellings
Than in City Homes
Miscellaneous Arizona Rural Women Get Together
(Country Life Conference)
Trip to Tucson Country Life ,Conference
Graham County 1fell Represented
Eden has Special Cancer Program
National Home TIemonstration Week
Graham County Homemakers' Council Plans .
Program
Radio programs directed to 4-H club work are described in the
joint 4-H report of the county agent and home demonstration agent.
Radio programs for the year included the following:
Nutrition We are what we eat
Milk pasteurization
Food Preparation M�als That Save and Satisfy
Food Preservation Freezing bread and rolls
Canning - pressure cooker testing
Freezing foods -- state specialist ass�ing
Home Management Home beautification
Room color schemes
Household pests
Fly control - state entomologist assisting
Health Brucellosis - milk pasteurization
local veterinarian assisting
Undulant fever and milk pasteurization
loc'al doctor assisting
Clothing Remodeling of clothes, salvage
state specialist assisting
Patterns for children's overalls
Six or more programs were given over to 4-H with the assistance
of local leaders, club members, and state specialists, and as
reported by the junior assistant home demonstration agent,
sunnner programs emphasized 4-H work, Toward fall a number of
radio programs discussed problems of participation in county
and state fairs, with several community leaders telling their
stories with the county_ a.gent and home demonstration agent.
i. ?3'··:.:if, HII'
Samples of regular column of the Home Demonstration
Agent as published weekly in the local ftGRAHAM COUNTY
GUARDIAN"
.ome DemomtraUOD .&p.'
!!Iaffol'd. A.rtwna
floors and cleaning sinks and
basins. SAFETY PAYS: Do you
urge members of your family to
work safely, play safely, drive
safely, and try to prevent acci­
dents by correcting conditions
which cause them?
GUAllDIAN-FARMER- SAFFORD. ARIZONA
tricks by itself, while the inner
flame is cut off.
And, in addition, remember the
chance to reduce the number of
pots and pans to be washed after
the meal!
NEW JOBS FOR PAPER
TOWELS
I
... ...
Now there are paper towels with
FEWER POTS AND PANS TC new claims of vim and vigor!
BE WASHED These towels may be more useful
than ever for the many jobs as-Lr- �--�
Improvements 0 n mod ern signed to them.
kitchen ranges reduce the type and They are still soft and absorb­
number of utensils needed for ent, but have been treated by a
cooking. New ranges give faster process to mak� them strong even
, when wet. ThIS gives some new
high heat, and offer a wi�er choice
I
advantages. You can use these
of low even he�ts, from simmermg towels for washing windows,
down to warming temperatures. cleaning silver, wiping tracks from
Once upon a time homemakers .--__ _;..-..���=-.......""""''''''''''===_---��----------,
relied on double boilers and as-
bestas mats to protect foods from
high heat when they went off and
"forgot" that something on the
stove. Heat controls are now so
perfect on the newer ranges that
many hazards are removed. Even
soft custards, white sauces, and
cocoa may be cooked directly over
simmering heat. Foods needing
storage before a meal may safely
wait on the heat marked "warm".
Study the newer models for the
five or more heats offered on
surface units; for "simmer set­
tings" of the valve handles; for
the outer circle burner that can do
H 0 l' S EKE E PIN GBy H E L P S .A N DMrs. HINTS. Lois. E. Harrison
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Samples of regular column of the Home Demonstration
Agent as published weekly in the local "Graham County
Guardian't
tricks by itself, while the inner
flame is cut off.
And, in addition, remember the
chance to reduce the number of
pots and pans to be washed after
the meal!
NEW JOBS FUR PAPER
TOWELS
Now there are paper towels with
TC 'new claims of vim and vigor!
These towels may be more useful
than ever for the many jobs as- I......=�==�_�� ---,Improvements 0 n mod e Or n signed to them.
kitchen ranges reduce the type and They e still soft and absorb- floors and cleaning sinks and
number of utensils needed for ent, bu ave been treated by a basins. SAFETY PAYS: Do you
cooking. New ranges give faster process 0 mak� th�m strong even urge members of your family to
. .. when wet ThIS gives some new work safely, play safely, drivehigh heat, and offer-a wI�er cho.lce
I advantages.
You can use these safely, and try to prevent acci­of low even heats, trom slmmering towels for washing windows, dents by correcting conditionsdown to warmmg temperatures. cleaning silver, wiping tracks from which cause them?Once upon a time homemakers'tr-----=--�...:.-......:::.------�--....--:.----��..........----=--...
relied on double boilers and as-
bestas mats to protect foods from
high heat when they went off and
"forgot" that something on the
stove. Heat controls are now so
perfect on the newer ranges that
many hazards are removed. Even
soft custards, white sauces, and
cocoa may be cooked directly over
simmering heat. Foods needing
storage before a meal may safely
wait on the heat marked "warm".
Study the newer models for the
five or more heats offered on
surface units; for "simmer set­
tings" of the valve handles; for
the outer circle burner that can do
H 0 l.' S EKE E PIN GBy HELPS ANDMrs. HINTSLois... Harrison
GUARDIAN-FARMER - SAFFORD. ARIZONA
FEWER
Representative Clippings showing Reporting byClub Reporters to the local weekly - Graham CountyGuardian
end of a toothpick is just right for
making hearts, ana. writing, "I love
you," on the marshmallows. Into
your glasses of pink lemonade, or
fruit punch, or cocoa, place these
marshmallows, with the deco­
rated side up. Another way to
use them, is to put them on the
tops of cookies. To make them
stick to the cookies, either press
them onto them just as they come
out hot from the oven. or you may
warm the under side of the
marshmallows until they are
sticky, then press them onto the
cookies.
If you serve Ice cream or jello
at your party, a decorated marsh­
mallow on top of each serving will
make it much more attractive.
And if you want to give some­
thing different for Valentine, your
teacher. or best friend
"
will
like a box of these decorated call­
dies, especially if you have writ­
ten the message, '''Love You," on
some of them.
Safford Homemakers
To Meet February 9
The Safford Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs. A.
J. Cubitto on First Avenue in Saf­
ford, Wednesday, February 9th. at
2:00 p.m. with Mrs. Frank Hund­
ley acting as hostess. The subject
for the afternoon meeting will be
"Remodeling and Salvaging Cloth­
ing." Mrs. Joseph Wells will be
the leader.
All members and any ladies who
wish to join are urged to attend. I
Sew-a-Stitch Club
Elects New Officers
EDEN HOMEMAKERS CLUB
MEETING HELD JAN. 20
The Eden Homemakers Club held
their first meeting of the year on
January 20 at the home of Naoma
Foster.
Maybelle Carpenter gave an in­
teresting demonstration of three
methods of milk pasteurization and
talked on the subject of "Meat,
IIMilk and Undulant Fever."
II Refreshments of jello and cook­
!Iies were served by the hostess to
"Maybelle Carpenter, Vinnie Mar-
shall, Belle Bryce, Lois Kempton,
Clara Marshall, Charlotta Doug­
las, Stella Kempton and Fern Tay­
lor.
Aravaipa Homemakers
Club Met Wednesday
The Sew-A-Stitch 4-H Club of
Safford met on Monday, March 11,
1949 at 4:10 p.m. in the home of
I
their leader, Miss Caro Christen-
The Aravaipa Homemakers club sen. It was a business meeting
met at the home of ¥rs. Sophron- with the election of officers the
ia Bennett Wednesday, March 16, first business. Susan Rogers was
1949. There were twelve members elected president with Carol Jean
and several children present. Perkins, vice-president; Nancy
Mrs. Gertrude Pointer was the Nuttall. secretary; Arden Moore,
project leader and presented the reporter; Donna Hudson, pianist;
discussion on "Food, Meals, Nu- and Shirley Doss, song leader.
trition." She prepared a liver cas- Donna Jean Hudson made a
serole which was one of ten re- motion that anyone who was late
cipes given by the University Nu- should pay a penny. The motion
tritionist, Reva Lincoln. It was was seconded by Arden MORre.
tasty,
. healthful, nourishing and Donna Hudson made a motion that
economical. The ten recipes were all meetings be held at the home
reviewed and child feeding was of Miss Christensen with members
discussed. taking turns as refreshment hos-
Miss Minerva Harbage, a house tesses.
guest of Eleanor Claridge, was a Members present for this meet­
guest at the meeting. Miss Harbage ing: were Susan Rogers, Donna
is a nutritional expert and has Hudson, Arden Moore, Nancy Nut­
done considerable traveling in tall, Shirley Doss, Judy Lincoln,
other coutries in connection with Rithia 'Tate, Carol Jean Perkins,
her work. Her presence was en- Margaret Wardlaw, and Sandra
joyed very much. Mulleneaux.
afford Homemakers
See Demonstrations
The Safford Homemakers club
held their first meeting of the year
on January J2 at 2:00 p.m. in the
Odd Fellows Home with Mrs. Rea­
gan as hostess. Many new and
progressive plans were made for
the year.
Mrs. Minola, Mrs. Radock, and
Mrs. Benbow gave excellent dem­
onstrations of three methods of
milk pasteurizations. The demon­
strations were accompanied by
talks on the subject of "Meat, Milk,
and Undulant Fever".
Refreshments were sen ed clUJ­
ing the recreation period following
he lesson.
Ladies who attended Country Life Conference last year. Left to
right: Mesdames: Loretta Layton, Marvine Nuttall, both of Saf­
ford; Vi-mue Marshall, Pima; Annie Christenson, Eden: 'I'helma
Hart, of Ft. Thomas; and LOis Harrison, home demonstration agent,
Safford.
Have you m.ade your reserva- r-�=============�
tion for the Annual Country Life
Conference of Arizona women?
The accompanying picture
shows Graham county women who
attended last year. Let's swell the
ranks many times for this year's
conference. Just ask anyone who
went last year whether or not she
had a good time or whether she
wants to go again.
The conference will be held
April 18-21 at the University of
Arizona. Every rural woman is
invited. Yuma Hall will be the
dormitory given over to ladies"
use. The expense is small.
"You and Your Foodl' is one
subject on the program to be dis­
cussed by Ethelwyn Wilcox, pro­
fessor of foods and nutrition at
Utah State Agricultural College.
"Rural Women Move Forward" is
another topic to be discussed by
Amy Kelly, Missouri, State Ex­
tension Agent. There will be pro­
grams of music and group singing.
Every woman will have a choice
of five classes one of which she
many attend each morning. Two of
the classes are "Recreation for
'Teen Agers" and "Design in
Flower Arrangements". County
reports, exhibits, and trips .about
the campus will be included m the
program.
If you have not received a Con­
ference announcement and reser­
vation f'orrn through the mail, you
may get one from your �ome
demonstration agent, Mrs. LOlS E.
Harrison. All reservations must
be made b April 1st. If you take
· Security StreSsed
AI (enference Of
Rural Women
I classes in human relations, art,
recreation, the Questions of young
people, and flower arrangements.
Crayon drawings were made and
exhibited by those in the art
classes, most of whom had never
before tried to draw or paint. In
the flower class, actual arrange­
ments were made.
Rettnrning to uh ,11 counties
"Build security in the farm from which they came, those at­
home," urged Amy Kelly of the tending the conference this year
Agricultural Extension Service of reported an instructive and relax­
Missouri in speaking to the 150. ing experience. A breakfast by the
Arizona farm WOmen attending Tucson Chamber of Commerce
the sixth annual Country Life the last morning completed the
Conference at the Uiversity of Ari- program which included a barbe­
zona, Tucson, April 18 to 21. cue, square dancing, and tours of
Jane H. Rider, director of hos- inspection of campus home-eco­
pital survey for the state Depart- nornics facilities in addition to the
ment of Health discussed hospital classes and lectures.
needs in Arizona. "Health," she The event is sponsored each
said, "i:s the best investment you year by the Agricultural Exten­
can make." Dr. Ethelwyn B. Wil- sion Service, and is organized by
cox of Utah State Agricultural Arizona farm and ranch women
College reported on latest develOP-I under the leadership of Jean M.ments in the field of nutrition. Stewart, state leader of home
During the 3-day conference, I demonstration work. All rural
rural women attended special women are eligible to attend.
Country Li f e
tI
Confab Draws
"WTomen To UA
In Country Life Conference
By NORMAN HARRINGTON
SAFFORD, Mar. 24. - Arizona
rural women from every corner
of the state are planning to attend
the annual Country Life confer­
ence which will be held on the UA
campus in Tucson Apr. 18, 19, 20
and 21.' Mrs. Lois E. Harrison,
county home demonstration agent;
now is taking reservations for
Graham county women. She
Apr. 1 is the deadline
reservations.
Six women from this county at­
tended last year and returned
home with glowing reports of the
conference, she also stated. Every
rural woman is invited to attend
and Yuma hall on the campus will
be turned over to the visitors. A
small expense is involved for those
attending.
Lectures, county reports, ex­
hibits, trips of interest, programs
of music and group singing are a
few of the items included on the
1949 agenda of the conference.
Every woman will have a choice
of five classes, one of which she
may attend each morning,
"You and Your Food" is one sub-]
ject to be discussed by Ethelwyn IWiloo� profu�m � fuo� md·�---------------------------�nutrition at Utah State Agricui- I
tural college. "Rural Women Movel
Forward" is a topic to be presented I
by Amy Kelly, Missouri state ex-'
tension agent. Other lecture topics
include "Recreation for Teen
Agers" and "Design in Flower
Arrangements." I
"Make your reservations now
for the Country Life conference,
and plan to relax and have fun
for four wonderful days on the
beautiful University of Arizona
campus," said Mrs. Harrison.
\.d�aIlaln county was women at
1948 annual Couniry Life conference which was held at
the University of Arizona iu Tucson. Attending the con­
ference for rural women last year were (left to right)
Mmes, Loretta Layton, Safford; l\1arvine Nuttall, Safford;
Vinnie Marshall, Pima; Annie Christensen, Eden; Thelma
Hart, Ft Thomas; and Lois E. Harrison, home demonstra-
tion agent, Safford. .
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Safe at Home
Homemaker Can Safeguard Family's Health by Pasteurizing Milk in'_�."''''''••
URAL homemakers in Graham
and Greenlee Counties are taking
chances on the milk they serve
families. They know that milk
be either a life-saver or a death­
, and they're making sure which
they serve. They know that raw
may carry bacteria that will
tuberculosis, undulant fever,
Lois Harrison demonstrates
flash method • • •
eptic sore throat or- typhoid fever
persons using it ... even though it
been milked into sanitary pails, in
[sa.ni1�ar·y surroundings by sanitary
IJUJLl.l\.t�,1"I�. It's the cow that .counts and
one cow in a herd can contaminate
entire output on the farm.
is the only safe
to guard against infections
milk. So the Graham and
women have learned to
lpasteurize . . . and under the direction
Harrison, home demonstra-
agent for the two counties,
found it easy to do.
flash method, Mrs. Harrison
Idem(]lns'trated to her homemakers
is simple and effective. A
boiler or kettle, and a dairy
are all that is needed.
the thermometer is important.
swork will not do.
the milk to be pasteurized in
or double boiler over a hot
stirring it constantly until it
160 degrees. Hold 20 sec­
Use the dairy thermometer
the temperature. Immedi­
the milk container in cold
water and continue stirring until it
is cool.
If milk is to be stored in contain­
ers other than that in which it was
pasteurized, containers should be
sterilized before processed milk is
put into it.
To pasteurize milk in bottles, fill
sterile bottles within one inch of the
top and Put tight covers on all but
one. Pour out a little milk from this
bottle, punch a hole in the cover and
place cover on bottle. Insert a dairy
thermometer in the hole.
Set all the bottles of milk on a
rack in a pail filled with cold water
which comes nearly to the tops of the
bottles. Heat until the thermometer
registers 145 degrees F. Then re­
move the pail from the heat, but
• • • the hold method • • •
leave the bottles in the bot water for
30 minutes.
Do not let the temperature drop
below 145 degrees during this half­
h 0 u r . (Commercial pasteurizing
plants in Arizona use a temperature
of not less than 147 degrees.) If it
drops below that, immediately re­
heat it enough to bring it back to
that temperature. After the 30-min­
ute period, replace the hot water
gradually' with cold water until the
milk has cooled. After cooling, keep
the milk in a cold place, preferably a
good refrigerator.
Electrically-operated, thermostatic­
controlled, home-size pasteUGizers,
which sell at prices from $55 to $75,
do the job efficiently and are simple
to operate. Their chief advantage,
probably, is that they make cooling
easier and faster.
Home pasteurizing has the bless­
ing of the Arizona Department of
Health, under certain conditions.
"There is no real reason why home­
pasteurization by any of the three
methods described shouldn't be ef­
fective, and rural women can do
much toward keeping their families
healthy by pasteurizing the milk
from their own cows," O. V. Cooper,
principal sanitarian, told the women's
editor. "However, unless it is prop­
erly done, it gives a false sense of
security which is something like
leaning on a broken crutch. It de­
pends entirely upon the person do­
ing the pasteurizing . • . for the
methods themselves are all right.
That person must be on the job and
give all 'attention to the job until the
milk has been properly cooled and
placed in the refrigerator."
Temperatures are all-important in
the pasteurizing process from two
standpoints, killing bacteria and pre­
serving flavor, says Cooper whose
. . . horne-size electric pasteurizer.
work is with commercial pasteurizing
plants. If the milk gets too hot it
develops a scorched taste which even
cooling will not eliminate. If it isn't
hot enough, it doesn't kill the bac­
teria ... so watch that thermometer.
Proper cooling is absolutely neces-
(Please Turn to Page
.«,
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Jontrol Of Flies And Mosquitoes
Discussed At Public Meeting Here
On February 28th a meeting on
the proposed control of flies and
mosquitoes in the towns and cities
of the Gila Valley region of Gra­
ham County was held at the court­
house. This meeting was initiated
by the' Graham County Homemak­
ers' Council and the home demon­
stration agent, Mrs. Lois E. Har­
rison. At the request of Mrs. Har­
rison the extension entomologist,
Dr. J. N. Roney was present to
talk to the group on methods of
laying the ground work for con­
trol of flies and mosquitoes in any
community:
Dr. Roney stated, "the extension
service in 1948 cooperated with
t11e city of Winslow in a fly and
mosquito control campaign and
since such wonderful success was
made we feel we are now in a
position to offer suggestions to any
other part of the state that is in­
teresed in such a campaign.
"Many of he suggestions that we
Iii offer are
based on fly control cam­
paigns that have been conducted
in Iowa, Oklahoma, Ohio, and sev­
eral other states. We feel therefore
that We have a great deal of ex­
perience that might add a great
deal to a campaign for any local-
I
ity.
"The mere application of an
linsectkide
.doesn't mean control of
flies and mosquitoes," Dr. Roney
continued. "Flies breed in the gar­
bage that may be left open around
the home as well as in other piles
of rotting material; therefore the
campaign to control these pests
would necessitate the cooperation
of merchants, hotel men, restaur­
ant men, liquid refreshment
groups, as well as each and every
household. In other words, "Dr.
I Roney went on, "it takes the co­
lopera:tion of the entire community
it the program is to be successful."
The second meeting is called lor
the night or March 23rd for the
purpose of informing at least t�o
repre�entati\res of every orgam-
zatioll in the valley of the methods
and procedures to be used in a
\program
for control of fltes �nd
mosquitoes. This second meeting
will be at the courthouse in S�f­
ford at 7:30 p.m, and extensIOn
service representatives will be
present to offer assistance.
The Central PTA held its reg­
ular monthly meeting at the
church house Fl'!day evening at
7 :00 p.m. President Eva Coombs
conducted. Singing, America. In­
vocation by Bert Shurtz.
A program was presented by the
7th and 8th grades under the dir­
ection of Hattie Shurtz. A radio
play, "Court convenes in Health
City", was presented by all 7th
and 8th grade members. A read­
ing was presented by Brent
Shurtz. Song by the 7th and 8th
grades. A colored film "Battling
IBrucellosis" was presented by
IMrs. Lois Harrison, Graham Coun-
y Home Demonstration Agent.
�'l·S. Harrison gave a very inter­
�sting and instructive talk on UI1-
�ulent fever which is transmitted
o humans from cows through raw
[nilk.
A large crowel of parents attend­
rd the meeting.
CENTRAL P.T.A.
MET FRIDAY
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III. Project Activities and Results
B. House and Furnishings:
The project of restoring old furniture, which had been done
in 1948, has brought all through 1949 individual requests
for advice and assistance in that line of work. The project
had been carried through, leader training in homemaker clubs
and L.D.S. Relief Societies. Even so, some women missed the
study. They, as well as some who had participated, brought
enough requests for a repeat project that the same work is to
be taught ;gain in December, 1949. It will be handled as a
special interest school vvith three or four days of furniture
workshops.
One homemaker has turned out to be a proficient carpenter in
her own rights, and because of her knack for furniture re­
pair, will assist the home demonstration agent in the coming
school. Some of the pieces she has repaired or remodeled
during the past year include: remodeling a wood back-and-arm
chair into an upholstered chair covered in plastic, re­
styling a davenport by adding butterfly end tables to each
arm and re-upholstering it. Another homemaker ha.s accomplish­
ed the task of repairing all her living room furniture--- a
davenport and, three chairs., She had a real job in re-
tying the springs of the davenport, and another in re-pocket­
ing the springs of the loose cushions. A flood ruined the
furniture of a third homemaker. She was given assistance
by the home demonstration agent to recover the pieces with
plastic. The agent has helped at least ten other homemakers
vf.Lth some phase of restoring furniture. These women could
not wait until the coming school to do their work.
While the agent was on vacation she took advantage of being
able to watch commercial workers finishing woods, re­
upholstering and slip-covering furniture.
The extension home management specialist spoke on "House
Planning" at the fall County Council meeting. She outlined
family living factors that should be considered when anyone
is planning to h:lild a new house. She illustrated and de­
monstrated her talk by using a model of an expandable house.
This model was built by an engineer connected with the state
extension service. It shows clearly how the original
building can be done so that additions may be built, still
keeping the house in good proportions. The model and construc­
tion blueprints have remained in the county for families to
borrow. They were given a prominent spot on a homemakers'
club float in the county fair parade.
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stemming from the previous furniture work, the project
"Room Color Schemes" was studied in October. Leaders were
carefully instructed �J the home management specialist and
the home demonstration a.gent in training sessions. Teach­
ing kits were provided which included sets of rug, linoleum,
wall, and woodwork colors, drapery and upholstery combina­
tions. Tradition schemes and modern adaptations were both
illustrated in samples. Fabrics and colors for Arizona were
�iven first emphasis. The agent attended club meetings at
which the project was taught. Women carne with their own
specific problems in mind, which they 'discussed freely, and
for which they got usable help. Leader reports of this pro­
ject will come in next year. It is not a project of passing
interest.
While the specialist was in the county a visit was made to
one homemaker vd.th whom a working plan for color of walls,
woodwork, and furniture was made. By the use of a paint
color selector extension personnel and the homemaker were
able to make practical decisions. Another homemaker with
whom the home demonstration agent worked has a unique
problem of decoration. VerJ tiny high windows on either
side of a tall, narrow fireplace call for ingenuity in
draping. It was decided to camouflage the smallness of
the windows by extending glass curtains and draperies be­
yond the actual window frames.
This year one advanced sewing 4-H club spread out to include
"Room Improvement". Four girls redecorated, rearranged or
refurnished part or all of their bedrooms. The displ� of
one of the girls at county fair was excellent. She sent her
room color scheme posters to state fair. For the achievement
day judging contest of this club, the largest local home
, furnishings store set up four room arrangements. Girls did
their judging there, and the public was conscious of what
was going on, and the learnL�g involved. Cooperation on the
part of business concerns, of this kind, shows community
spirit and is greatly appreciated.
Room color studies made this year guided the plgnning of
proj�cts for the coming year. "Lighting" and the "Making of
Lamps 11 , nWindow Treatments" and the "Making of Draperiestl
are scheduled for next year's study•.
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III. Project Activities and Results
c. Nutrition
Nutrition as a subject covers such a wide field that it is
difficult to say where is the dividing line between "Health"
and Nutritionn, "Food Preparationff and nutrition, or "Food
pr-eservatdonn and nutrition. It was definitely a part of
the county program, but projects involving nutrition can
best be described in the sections of "Food Selection and
Preparation", "Food Preservation", "Health and Safety".,
Newspaper articles and radio talks supplemented food studies
and emphasized the nutritive value of foods and the choice
of foods.
The County Homemakers' Council project of getting the various
teachers of children in schools all to teach the same good
food habits made some progress. Athletic coaches were con­
tacted by the council committee. They all agreed to instruct
according to the t1Basic Seven" food char-ts ;
The Red Cross Secretary reported to the home demonstration
agent that the blood bank specimens reflected poor nutrition
in the county. Both agents will keep tabs on the blood bank
reports for the next several months to discern whether or
not it is likely that the difficulty can be traced to foods
purchased or the preparation of foods.
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1110 Project Activities and Results
Do Food Preservation and storage
"Home Freezing" was the main project in Food Preservation.
Some foo�s were prepared and frozen by the agent as early in
the year as March for the project teaching in May. The
nutrition specialist assisted by the home demonstration agent
gave training to leaders. Foods were baked or thawed as
follows:'
.
frozen cup cake batter
frozen baked cup cakes
frozen unbaked mince pies
frozen baked mince pies
baked at meeting
thawed at meeting
baked at meeting
thawed and heated at
mee tdng
baked at meeting
thawed at meeting
frozen yeast ron dough
frozen baked yeast rolls
All foods were tasted and compared at the noon hour When
ladies supplemented the above foods with lunches which they
had brought. Differences were observed in only one case -­
that of the yeast rolls. The frozen cakes and pies had been
in the freeze'!' box of the agent six 1:.0 seven weeks. The
frozen rolls had been done approximately two weeks before the
leader meeting. Foods were prepared for freezing as follows:
strawberries
green beans
peaches (sample of frozen peaches shown)
(apples used at demonstration to show prevention
of discoloration)
chicken fryer
roasting chicken
All available types of packaging materials were shown and
discussed. Commercial and home made carrying cases were
shown. Economic use of freezer box space was stressed.
From the presentation at the leaders' meeting, leaders
decided what portions of the lesson they might relay to
their own club members. They chose to show how to freeze
the fresh foods. A summary sheet of the leaders' reports
follows this report section. Freezing demonstration pictures
also follow this report section.
',I
.'l·
t
I.�
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Although freezer units are not too numerous in the county,
the number of requests for freezing information builds up
all the time.' Town folks are most interested in freezing
baked foods. Some fruit is grovvn in the valley, not much
in the vegetable line. It is not considered economical to
buy vegetables for freezing when the finished. product is
available at the same or sometimes less cost. Homemakers
are advised to have their large quantities of meat packaged
and quick £rozen at the commercial plant.
"Canning for County Fair" and "Pressure Cooker Testingrt were
handled as one pro�ct. Leaders were trained to do the test­
ing. Posters, charts, and samples were passed about to teach
correct canning methods and best canned products. County
fair judging score cards, set up '�y the state extension
office, were mimeographed and distributed for the benefit
of contest canning. A food preservation survey of the county
was not made, as in previous years, by the direction of the
extension nutritioni�t. Records of preservation that the
county office has are only those of project ·leaders. Figures
in the canning and freezing summary reports which follow
this report section; therefore, represent a small per­
centage of the food preservation in the whole county.
A summar,r giving the records of pressure cooker testing done
by leaders is as follows:
Number of cookers tested 11
Number tested for first time 8
New gages recommended
2-lb.off �
3-lb.off I
Other parts recommended 0
General pressure cooker testing clinics were not held in the
several communities, as had been the case in previous years.
Only a few were tested in club meetings. However, the figures
show that most of those tested had never had any previous
attention and few were in need of parts replacements. For
the past three years the county has been well serviced in
pressure cooker testing �n community clinics. A?cor�ing to
the f:ew tested in 1949, J.t would look as though J.t mIl, be
nece;sar.1 to go back to general community clinics in 19500
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Individual requests were answered for the general run of
all canning and freezing. Less usual were the requests
about canning orange juice, grapefruit and grapefruit juice,
dates, figs, and thawed, frozen chickeno The episode of
the chicken involved the overturning of a truckload of the
frozen food. Practically all families in the rural town
were confronted with tho job of preserving quickly quantities
of the thmring chicken_.(
The ho�e demonstration agent received at least three re­
quests during the year for assistance in the making of
cheddar cheese. One homemaker put away as much as 50 pounds
during the time when her cows were producing more than the
family's immediate need3�or milk.
Sill,1MARY
LEADER'S REPORT
Food Preservation - Freezing
,
GRAIIAM COUNTY
3 possible returned reports
o actual returned reports
Leader 3
. 1949
List the R,' proximate amounts of food preserved by members of your club
accord ng to recommendations made by your Home Demonstration Agent'
(freezing demonstrations, pressure canner clinics, telephone calls,
circulars, etc.)
FRUITS VEGETJillIES lJEAT &. POUU'RY PREP.
FIST FOODS.
POUNDS:: FROZEN 250 2400
The above figures are those obtained by observation and conversation with leaders.
l�eetings attended by 35 ladies in 3 meetings.
Home Demonstration Agent demonstrating how to bake dough­
frozen rolls
. 39
Home Demonstration Agent demonstrating use of aluminum
foil for wrapping roasting chicken ready for freezing
40
Mrs. Elizabeth Tea of Clifton� Arizona, displaying foods
reaqy for freezing packed in 0 types of packaging materials
.-1\'1 1'1;.�.:i ...
SUMMARY
LEADER s REPORT
Food Preservation - Canning
Leaders - 2 2 possible returned reports
1 actual returned report.
1949
List the approximateamounts of food preserved b�l members of your- club
according to therecommendations made by your Home Demonstration Agent
(freezing demonstrations, pressure canner clinics, telephone calls,
circulars, etc.)
FISH
VEGETABLES 11EAT & POULTRY PP�P.FOODSFRUITS
QU1LllTS, CANNED 300 450
NOTE: Leadeir reportscxrdy being used, this does not represent canning by
the county in general.. Meetings attended by 29 women in 3 meetings •
.
,
..
42
e.g.
casseroles
calces) pies,
biscuits,etc.
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III. Project Activities and Results
E. Food Selection and Preparation
"Meals That Save and Satisfy" was the title of a food pre­
paration project. A collection of one dish meal menus
giving recipes for the main dishes was very usable by home­
maker-s , At the leader training meeting women prepared six of
the ten recipes shown in the folqer. They planned at that
time ij.ust what dishes they would feature in their own club
lessons. Three clubs arranged for all-day sessions so that
the cooking could be most effective. The most fascinating
dish proved to De "onion cheese pie". Homemakers wanted to
try it __ . it sounded so strange. One short cut in cooking
to come out of the project has been well received -- the
keeping of "roux" on hand. !fRoux" is the fancy name for
the mixture of fat and flour prepared beforehand and kept
refrigerated for the making of white sauce on qufuCknotice.
Casserole dishes prepared were those designed to use Lart-­
overs. Women wanted good, usable help in cooking and meal
planning. The agent believes that this project was an ex­
cellent one to answer that need. The dishes are tasty, easy
to prepare', and the menus are simple and attractive. A
summary of the leader reports for this project follow this
report section.
��enus and recipes for quantity cooking were given to schools
and the Scouts. Recipes and baking helps were given on all
manner of cookery - from fruit cakes to Mexican dishes to
yeast breads. It VIaS pointed out to all women in the county
by means of the radio that angel food cakes to be entered
in the County Fair should have no icing. This way of teach­
ing must have had its effect, because no iced angel cakes
appeared at the fair._
The home demonstration agent worked with individual homemakers
after the project on "Home Milk Pasteurization" had been
studied whenever personal requests were made. One mother
who purchased an electric pasteurizer was most concerned
because she did not get enough cream from the pasteurized
milk� After watching and testing the performance of the
equipment, the agent corresponded with the manufacturer to
obtain more specific information about temperature and timing.
Evidently the woman is getting as much cream as could be
expected.
".4.3'
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Project work in food preparation for next year will be center­
ed around "Family Meals and Service". It is the case among
too many f�uilies in the valley that they do not gather for
meals together at the fMaily table. This project may prove
to be a cross between family relationships and food prepa­
ration. Mothers are concerned about the food habits of their
children and the effect on family unity.
Food preparation requests for advice and bulletins have been
constant through the year. Requests about the purchase of
cookware, stoves, refrigerators show that homemakers are
serious about nutritious and economic cooking and serving
of food. Newspaper articles and radio talks have supple­
mented project work or individual assistance to emphasize
nutritious and attractive preparation of food.
44
SUMMARY
LEADER t S REPORT
:Main Dishes that Save and Satisfy Graham County
7 possible returned reports
6 actual returned reports
Leaders - 9
No. of' club
members who
prepared
recipe
Approx; no. of
times recipe
prepared by
those
reporting
Approx. no. of
times recipe
prepared by
OTfffiR than those
reporting
Mock enchiladas 22
Onion cheese pie 26
Hamburger pie 36
Vegetable cheese casserole 24
Meat turnovers 26
Liver casserole 15
Fish loaf 6
Baked sauerkraut with sausageB
Carrot souffle 3�,
Tamale loaf 26
Broiler Meal I 3c
Broiler meal II 34
LJ2
48
76
56
62
45
24
20
6
74-
16
20
6
4,
7
9
10
2.
1
1
1
3
4,.
7
Demonstration seen by 63 women at 5 meetings
Only 1 leadel!'reported for those oytside club
·45 .
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III. Project Activities and Results
F. Health and Safety:
"Valley Fly Control" was one of the county-wide projects of
the Homemakers' Council. Upon the request of the county
extension service, Dr. J. No Roney, Extension Entomologist,
spoke at two open meetings, one late in February, one three
weeks later in March, to explain the procedure that should
be followed for a valley, or several-community fly control
programo It was delegated to a committee of homemakers to
contact all valley organizations to explain further the
work to be 'done. The outcome of the project, by itself,
was perha:ps weak - it being left to each community to
arrange its own control. The committee saw to it that there
were supplies, information, and assistance reaqy in each
community. Looking at it from the realistic angle, however,
this was probably the best solution of the problem. Because
there is very heavy crop dusting with benzene hexachloride
on sugar beets and cotton in the valley, that in itself
provides a good protection against flies. It is known that
individual families in the several communities did additional
spraying for their awn immediat� fly control.
A Homemakers' Council committee talked with the board of
supervisors concerning the' possibility of having a county
visiting nurse. The position cannot be filled at the present
time. The county does have a county doctor and a health
sanitarian. The latter does a good job in his contact
inspection of public eating places.
"Undulant Fever and Safe Milku as an extension service proJect
was broadly publicized. All groups directly or indirectly
connected with extension service came to think about the
possibilities of illness spread by raw milk. The film
"Battling Brucellosis" was shown six times in the county to
a total of 187 persons. It was shown in leader training
meeting, agricultural classes at Gila College, the Veterans'
Trainee Class" service clubs, and PTA groups. A talk concern­
ing the relationship of undulant fever in humans to Bang's
disease in cows followed the film showing in each case.
Questions presented by the audiences were answered. The
home demonstration agent made some of these talks, agricultural
people and other leaders handled others. It was gratifying
to note the number of men interested. Home milk pasteuri­
zation demonstrations were given seven times to a total of
80 persons. Three methods were used - electric equipment,
,46
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bottle method, and open kettle.. Most homemw{ers prefer the
bottle method, since it involves no great expense, and it is
easy and efficient. Local stores have sold an appreciable
number of electric pasteurizers, and a large number of dairy
thermometers.. This proves that families did take the dr-ive
for pasteurized milk seriously. Pictures of the pasteurizj�g
demonstration fol10v( this report section.
Professional personnel showed fine cooperation toward the
project. One veterinarian participated with the county agent
and the home demonstration agent in a radio program to discuss
Bang's disease and milk pasteurization. On another radio
program a local physician and the home demonstration agent
discussed milk borne diseases and protective milk. Probably
the most gratifying eXperience that came out of the project
was the ultimatum stated by the school youngsters in one
community after the movie and talk were given in their PTA and
public meeting. The children saidnVle' 11 �ring our mil� for
school lunch, but we won't drink it - not unless it's
pasteurized".
Another check on the effectiveness of the campgign was the
statement by a local creamer,y to the eff�ct that their sale
of raw milk had been reduced to practically none. One Gila
College student chose to ilvrite his thesis on "Ivlilk Pasteuriza­
tion - Its Pros and Cons If • The home demonstration agent was
asked to write an account of the safe milk campaign to be
published in tiThe Journal of Home Economics It • It 'Will appear
in the December issue. A copy of this article follows this
report section. A summary of the leaders' reports on the
project also follows this report section.
Two homemaker clubs chose "Cancer Education" as a com-
.
munity pro,ject. In each case night meetings were held in
order that families might attend. A physician spoke to
approximately 50 persons at each gathering, on the subject
of cancer, its detection and possible cure. He stressed
the warning sywptoms and the necessity of immediate action
when a suspicion of cancer is .present. He stated that no
one may consider himself imnru.ne, and gave figures showing
that cancer is the number t1"fO killero Two films, "I'he
Traitor Withinn and "A Question in Time", loaned by the
Arizona Cancer Society, were shown in connection with the
doctor's talks. The desire for this type of health infor­
mation is reflected in the program for 1950. Other clubs
plan to hold similar community meetings.
('
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The homemakers' club in one isolated community purchased a
visiting nurses kit. The collection of medical and first
aid supplies is adequate to anticipate aQY emergency of
rural living. A physician assembled the entire outfit. It
is housed in a cabinet built according to specifications
of the arm,r. The kit is kept in the home of a registered
nurse who lives in the community. It is under lock and key
and may be used only under the direction of this nurse.
Funds for its purchase were raised by a supper-bazaar held
by the homemakers' club. The whole connnunity is sincerely
appreciative of the efforts and service of the homemakers'
club.
One club devoted a. meeting to the le sson called ffHome
Medical Supplies". A registered nurse conducted the lesson.
She stressed "modern equipment and suppliesn which families
should have on hand. Ladies asked questions to find out
comparisons or' differences of medicines they had on hand
and those recommended by the nurse. Club members considered
this project a most important and certainly a helpful one.
As mentioned in the section "Nutrition" the home demonstration
agent is conferring with the Red Cross Secretar.y in a survey
of the blooH bank specimens collected in the valley. Consist­
ently low iron content is the basis of the study� Depending
on facts obtained over a period of time, this matter of
nutrition will find its way into the extension service pro­
gram.
Doctors· and school nurses in the county have been ver,y coopera­
tive in giving examinations to 4-H club members. All young
folks who have attended out-of-couty events have been ex­
amined free of charge.
Safety measures have been publicized through posters, cir-·
cular letters, and the newspapers. The weekly column of
the home demonstration agent nearly always closes with a
tlSafety Tiptr, thus making the campaign constant. A copy of
one circu:;Lar letter and copies of some "Safety Pays" follow
this report section.
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Home Demonstration Agent demonstrating haw to
pas teurize milk by the open kettle method
·49..
\
\
Home Demonstration Agent showing how to
pasteuriz,e milk in a 2-gallon capacity..
agitator type. electrio home pasteurizer
in Asriculturallxteui. a.rvict, '8&£1, lIUk and ltome ;Paete..ar1P.ttonl.,
-
".
�
.
'Bec_ or ,tht rel&\1-..lT hi&h 1DcidAmCfJ of tmc1ul..t rever in the atate,
and looallT iJi, ,our c01l1l17, '� __n brought the matter to the attention
,
,
.f the· 00111'11'1" �'Ootmoil., fh1s 'organiution.. OOlfJpOife4 of officei'll
of Ixtension �N. Clubtl and att111ated organisationa, condid.-.4 the
situation .w1ou and voted that the project at .Sale JIil.k and DOme
hlteur1sati01lw 'should. be p� of the 1949 program.
Action
!be, attempt to educate rural. tudliee in' the necess1t7 or home' pasteurization
of ,milk was vert weU aocepte4. Speo11l, ,emphasis was g1� to' 'UJldulant
,
,
t.., � other'lIilk-borae dileu•• were included. in the stuctf. 'The
,
proj.., ._ carn... from, a le� ,meeting to homemakers' clubl,
cburoh and Mhool groupaf" an4 prtvatAt "nice or 't)cial clubs. Tn i'fpea
ot le.1I01l8 � deTe1opecl, each .ppropriate tor the group 'With which 1t.
..,.,.... One l.enoJ1 combination included • mon. and lecture-di,cusaion
buM on undulant lever and $are milkJ the other a lecture-diS01l.Ssion on
tbct ....ub3eot with a �at1,on of...,. to 'pasteurile milk at home•
.l lOuad, color film .Battling Bru.ceilotd... , bor�d from the tmiversitr of
lriiOna, wu .ho'w.D. ,biDe, times to two-hundred...igh�three pereODf., In
addition to being presenteA by lXteDaion per�. it 1'mS !USed a" Gila College
and b.r the 'V...... ' Farm �aine. groUP. 1'he movie tells of a familT Whose
dairy herd i. hit bt· Bang" diBeas�';, and the subsequent action taken by
51
,..,·2 ..
� tam1l7.. A ta1Jc concerDi.nC the reiatioD8bip. of uudulant teve-r iJt
baIaau to ge.rc'a diseue 111 001(, .to� the tibL in each cue. QuestioDa
ukel. by the audience ..... arunrerM..
!be Jd.lk pasteurisation demoMtn:blol1."as· giT81l ten times tor on.-�
twnv� JIo attempt lI'U maa. to give detail.ecl intormation on dis.....
!his. teaehing outline was usecb
Diacua,:ton of Btuoelloe1. in ca.ttle, :nrine.. goats - contro1
COW teaUng,dispo.lt1on of reactor.
oalt vaccination
.anitation meuures
oon� terir1ng progtam
J)1seu88ion of Bttreelloa1a in )nt.ns - control
,
..
...,.. of contraotingj 8l'JDPtoma, eftect.
trMtIrttmtt
use of pasteurized Jdlk and milk products
DiaCl'lAicm of other' die3U. orga.nismS in raw' milkt
�'lIi t7Pho1cl, scarlet feve%', �"'Benterr,
.eptio eore tbroa�
..".,,18 on milk as neceHi1iT for good bealth of 70U1lg and 014
'Un of cml7 saf. pastnrised. milk and product.
Use of temperature chart eXp] 4:1 ning heat and its destructiQl of
disease organi_
.
Demonstration of three .� to pasteurise milk at home
1.
. open kettle' or double boller - d.ail".r thermometer control.
2. jars ot milk set on rack in. pail, ot 'water - dairy
thermometer control
. 3. electric boN pasteuriser
.
Dilcus.ion and demonstration ot quick OO�ng ot puteurisec1:.�
to prevent growth of bacteria
to preserve good flavor
Dlscuu10n or aanitar.r care of milk and utensUa in the h�
Iqui� us... tor ta poriiou or the demou8W&\ion was ncb·as arsr
tara .bomeaakw lfOulcl haTe on � I'�. were advised''Where the:r .�ght.
pwchase da1l7 tber.molaeter.. lach ..... 1tQ liveD; mimeographed. diftect1on8
tor tbe•• -,__ .tboU�· !be electr1e paat4urll8r\ usedlU one of the hot
1I'&�ba�h tn-, in,.ltdch � 'ailk it' �Oll.tantl:' agitated, .r �ailon
capaclt;r, 'one.1dl1ch the tara �·_uld lind. oonvenient. :Ladie.....
shown"hoY to operate it,. -.4 � questionS were annered ooncen1rc 1\_
Bach 1fOII&J1·wa.' given ... li,t. of aftilab1e eleotric paateuriltrl 'boW1nI
� I" ...'
)Jrare. mamtt�, diatr1bu.tor, "taU price, capacity, wight. ,181de troll
grottp daou......tio.,. indl:viaul -wort W'a8 done nth tamiliee who coWJl
not atteml ..tinge lIbo 'made _peo1&1 requests�
lol1ow1nC .. PanJa\ 'teaches t . l.aoeiaUon ..eting at one school, devote4 to
.th. _vie ind Ulldulaut rever d:1.scus8!Ol'l, a putel.'tr'iaation dellOnstr4tlcm ...
.
requa.teet. Work wu ,done with the. coole of the schoOl's lunc� As i8 the
custom in mG7' �al ,ehooll� ftveral cbUdrel'l were' bringing ldlk ttom
their homee tor oOSlOmty \USe. the eat. lD1lk project aroused. the pannts itt
this eolllBU'dty becaue their chUdren _re drinking mixed-herd, r. aUk.
,
, ..
A. pasteurisation demonswaUon was giVen to parents, teachers, cook" and.
ch11dren� !be hot wat.r bath Mthod and the 'lectr!c pasteuriler were shown.
rrOm that dq the tormer method baa been Uled in the school luncbroOll. It
is � expected that ithen the school board again makes appropratlons an
electric pasteur1ser will be purchasect.
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-sat. I1lk and Home Pasteurization" Ya$ taught and publicized ''b7 more tha!l
toral group teaohbc. TWb radio programs or the month were devoted to it.
..
'
On ene oocu1on a local ��_, the cOllllV agent, and ho. demonstration
apntt 4iaouue4 ·Brucelloa18 and K11k Pasteurisation", on the other a local
ph1sicialt and. the � demonstration agent di8cussed 'Undulant 'ever, Other
� Dia....., and Protective U:UkW., Rxteui011 service was fortunate to
have the cooperation of proteaeicmal per_oUII in carrying out this phue of
the progr-. ... articles appeared ...ekl7 in the local papers.
All pbp1ciaDa in the cOllllV ..... contacted to learn their attitudes toward
the project, and to get first-hand statements about the seriousness of
undula:nt tflftr and other milk-borne disease. in the counV. They aU
adYocated the project, and suggested lD8lQ" points to be brough' out in tt..
te_ld.D,c. The worat and mOst prevalent condition according to the doctors
.. the baok-tence selling ot raw milk. Since all towns bt our valley are
, ,-.u.# 1I8.1I\r tam1l1ea keep e� to supply their own needs, and sell milk to
I
neighbon. haotiealJT _ of this :m:1l.k was pasteurized. this condition
, .... 1
� ,
has been reported. as changed because the tamUies are pasteurization-conscious.
Results
X 8U'"f'8T 'WU made ot several tood stores which showed that betore the sate-
milk eDpaign, mu.ch'raw milk fte 80ld over the counters. Hawever. by
the end of ODe month ot concentrated effort to inform. the public, ot rar
milk dangers, coneiderab17 less r.w milk was being sold, at stores or
local creameries. Veterinarians reported lD8lQ" calls tor testing or cows.
Jost homemakers are now using the container' and _ter bath method of home
pasteuriBa\ion. This, process involves expenditure tor only a da1r7
�ter�. and it u a. sillple lIfJI.1 of hancDJ.ng a ldtchen task. Those who I
�
.
had been �iDld.ng r.. milk sq that l!dllc" treated by this method cha.ngg
le•• h fiaTor. Although it is cont.Ddec1 that milk pasteurized correotlT
lbon, no' appreciable ch. in tla'vozw, families accustomed to using P,..
milk reported 'that they -had to get 1184t4 to the d1.tteftllt taete of
pastetlrised milJcIf.
,
the 'open kettle met�, is being used b.r so. homemakers .Willing to take the ..
'time to', stir and attend the milk. ' Great care is needed 1A this tlUl1118thocl,
,tor, the, milk can, ,80 easilT be overbeatect. A ll'U.1nber ot ,electric pa,t,.urizars
have' been 801d locallr.. and �e Wt1U;ld" be it, art¥ _re available that would
,operate on :00 current. The cost. or' electrical. equipment is not great
•
•
' ,
, I" I .'
, c�d to t�: .as� of operation and health value reauze�
1 ",' "
• I '.
�'nmr, maldng bUt� of, pas�Jed. ;�' find that ctmr.rdng, t_ is. cut
to a.fr�tiQn·' of *t it used to' be� Some homemakers' are puteurlling 1b>,le
., .,
"
.
milk� then let�ing the cream :d.Se,� othe� 'p�teurile the: milk and C�
aeparateq. They' have tOtUld tor, themsel.ves thai bu.:tter made or pasteurized.
,
' '. ' .
. ,
,
. .
'I
',"� .
'.
ere. is less apt to be�ome .raneid.I
,
'. , .'
I
I
Ia� reports �Ome' in t�t' .ta1nil1es' realise' th$ dangers or using ra"'
mil1I:. but haventt sta:rted 'pasteuriJing )"et because the,. are wa1t1ng until
.
' ,
'"'
the,. can aff'or�. electrical equipment. It is hoped that these are few, and
that the continued pressure brought to bear by neighborsI as 1I'e1l lUI
extension personnei.. '1flll convince these tollar that they are exposing themselvea
to unnecessarr health dangers.
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,arents 1t'ho are �g to educate their children about heaJ:Ul, personal
and eating habits, who take health serious]T" yere ready' and eager to take
. ,
on the 'additional ho_ldng taSk ,of home pUteurisat10n of milk. 1Iuch
co04 actually ,.��. o�t of the project, eTer1" dq or every welt inquiries
. -
are received re� the hand methods ot pasteurization; or about
, '.'
"
'
' '," '
.lectr�tillequipm$n"'. Continued sales of equipment by' local store.
are t-eal proot of the effeCtiveness or the sate milk campaign ancl
teachixc�
One bomemakers' elu'b is pJ'anning a booth exhibit tor the county fatr'1Ih1ch
... '
will draw attention to the need. for'milk 'pasteurization, and show how it can
be done at :�.
ODe satisfaction that, came out or the project was the "ultimatum",
ann�ced by' 8cho�1 )'OUllgsters in the ooxnmun1ty where both movie and
demonstration 1fe1'8 used. The children, sud "1'et11 bring our milk
tor schoollunc�$1 wi;" ,1fOn't dr1llk it - not unless it's pasteurized..
1111 ,
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COOPERATIVE EXTEIfSION WORK
IN AGRICULTUBE AND HOlE !XlOHOJIIOS
State or Arizona
Tucson 5 possible returned reports
4 actual returned reports
Univers1t," or Arizona
College ot Agriculture and
U. So Department of Agriculture
Cooperating
Agricultural Ex:tension Service
Office at Ex:I;ension Nutritionist
SUMMARY
LEADER'S REPORr
Brucellosis and Its C�rol
Home Pasteurization at Hilk
GRAHAM COUNI'Y
Le�'s NaB '
__
Mailing Address _
ClUb
__
OTHERS
OLUB J8fBE1\S (Relativea, neiglDors,
friends, 4-H Yemrers,
etc.) .
8 tbe result ot the meeting on Brucellosis
nd Hcae Pasteurisation or Milk - attended by 10, 158·
How ID8IV" now drink onl:y pasteurized
m.J.k and use only products made with 61 100
pasteurized mUle?
How many make sure that the members
ot their family now drink only
pasteurized milk and products made 6]. 100
with pasteurized milk?
How 1II81'l1' pasteurize milk at home? 5]. 14
·198
•
I c.
-49
Directions: Please fill out this sheet at the club ·.meeting
which tollows your demonstration and return to
Mrs. Lois Harrison, Hams Demonstration Agent,
Court House. Sa.t'tord
!1'Safe Milk'- Project
I, Planned For Graham
II
SAFFORD, Jan. 10. - "Safe
Milk" is the theme of the Janu­
ary pro,ject in extension work
for Graham county. according to
Mrs. Lois Harrison, home demon­
stration agent, and special
emphasis is being placed on the
project since there is wide use
of individual cows in the county
rather than concentrated dairy
service.
Although there are several
dairys in the valley producing
and dtstrfbuting milk on a
wholesale basis, there are many
families living in the county who
own a cow and obtain their milk
suuply from. that .single cow.
Oftentimes, the surplus is sold
to neighbors.
It is this class of people that
the January extension project is
aimed at and every effort will
be made during the month to
---- - - --
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Theme,
I
County!
see that the vital information in
the hands of the extension serv­
ice is transmitted to evet'y per­
son who owns a cow.
:i\Iiss Reba Lincoln, state ex­
tension nutritionist, was in the
county all week conducting
meetings with leaders of home­
making groups and LDS relief
soclety grOUPf'S. These meetings
consisted of the showing of a
color and sound motion picture
dealing with the various methods
of producing safe milk and a
lecture period topped off Ith'
questions and answers.
Mrs. Hanrtson will follow up
on the meeting conducted by the
vartous leaders to see that the
safe milk information is properly
given to every interested woman
who can carry the story into the
home and check U) on the in­
dividual family milk supply.
-
- -- � ----
COOPERATIVE EXTENSIOUV{ORK
IN ;,
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONc»nCS
STATE OF ARIZONA
University .of Arizona
College of Agriculture
U � . So Dept. of Agriculture
m1d Graham County Cooperating
Saf'ford, Arizona
October 10, 1949
CAUSES
FARM FIRES
Lightening
Chimneys, flues,
cupo'laa, stacks ••••
Petroleum & Products
lVIatches, smoking'
Sparks' on roofs �
stoves, furnaces,
boilers ,pipes
Exposures - adjoining
buildings
Spontaneous combustion
IvIisuse of electricity
Friction from running
machinery
Hot, ashes and open
I
coal fires
:�'.� Miscellaneous •••••.•••
ISH E COM I, N G T 0
YOU R
.}' F1" A ,:ok ti
,',
???
AgricUltur.al Extension Service
Home 'Demonstration Work
cou���4gent·Wor�
f " 0
3rt-
10%'
8%
7%
7%
6%
Taken from actual photo -
Vfl1at happens when gasoline'
is stored in drums; more
likely to occur' with partly
filled drums than full.
Locate gasoline tanks on
down slope, in shade,
surrounded by trench. Keep
sand handy to fight ,this
kind of fire.,
Itts easier to prevent farm fires than to put them out� Fire prevention is self­
protecti.on, Graham County wants a record for every year of � f�rm�. Will
you do your part?
SLOtLEHllg
Sincerely yours,
,-I ,', \ .
\' '- � L.. v V·\"'Jl\.� �:'\'\..
Lois E. Harrison
Home Demonstration Agent
J8. i!w:'c,��
S. L. OWens" County Agent
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ft'Safety Pays" Items Clipped from end of Home Demonstration
Agent.is regular column in the "Graham County Guardian, local
1Weekly - Colunm headed "Housekeeping Helps and Hintstl by
Lois E. Harrison.
SAFETY PAYS: When vou are
sewing-do you keep pins and
sharp shears out of reach of little
folks?
SAFETY PAYS: Are your elec­
trical outlets provided where need­
ed so that extension cords are not
11 run across the floor?
SAFE1;Y PAYS
-=-
How Do .You Store Your GasoUn�
Out-?f-doors? Under ground?In. an lsol';lted building? Are con�tamers pamted a bright red? D
y�tllh stop �1I motors before fillingOWI gasollne ?
I
Do YOU turn the handle of pots
or pans on the stove toward theback of the stove?
._
SAFETY PAYS' S .,play should be
. ummertIme
shears are ��fe. Sharp-pointed
Provide th�angl rous for children.
shears.
m W.1th blunt-pointed
SA�ETY PAYS: Scarcely a
morrung that your newspaper doesnot carry a news item about a
death from fire when kerosene
IS used to start a fire; don't do it
yo�rself, and warn others not to
do It!
SAFETY PAY:::;: You are not
"safe at home"-about one-third
of all accidents are those in the
I
home. Begin to check your home.
Are small rugs anchored? Are all
electrical outlets or connections
out of reach from the bath tub?
Do you have electric cords repair­
ed when they become frayed or
worn?
SAFETY PAYS: If Clothing
Catches Fire:-When clothing
catches fire, don't run ... it fans
the flames. Tear off the burning
clothing, if possible, or smother it
by wrapping about the body any
heavy woolen cloth within reach.
Never try to smother a fire with
cotton clothing or blankets because
cotton burns quickly. The best
II way to smother the flames is to
throw the person whose clothing is
on fire to the floor and cover him
with a rug or other woolen ma­
terial, throwing it downward ta-
I �
ward the feet in order to keep the
flames from the face. Always re­
member that the flames must be
kept from the face.
-_ _
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III. Project Activities a�d �c�ults
G. Home l.;.:uln. er.ent
In a sense several of tr.e :t:r'-ljects which were classified
under clothing or food rreservation are a part of home
nanagement , To be able to re:nodel and salvate we�in�
apparel is a mtter of ser_"1b, but equally is it a problem
of fa;dly economics and naaagement , To be able to clean and
adjust a serine machine cones under the clothL.g or sewing
division of work, but, because of the money saved and the
skill learned, it is definitely an economic ccr�ideration.
The crooning project t��Eht waoen to dress tteir own hair
and to prepare home-made �ersona1 necessities s�ch as tooth
powder and hand lotion. Providing for these ite=� is aeain
a matter of family econocics. And eo it is witt the pro­
jects of canning and freezi.!l� to a certain extent. All
these projects are, however, described in tr..eir respective
sections of this report.
ItHoli� Decorations" as Q. ;roject is line of hoae manage­
�ent. It included table a�d �tel decorative a.-ranbements,
favors, plnce cards, rreeti.n: cards, and package 71raJ,Jping.
Patterns were civen, direction bulletins 'Vrere Lssued, A
holiday recipe sheet vas distributed, a cOFY of w:-:ich fol­
lows this report section.
Ilome management, problens and tasks do have a definite place
in the program for 1950. rr- county council reco:mendation,
one ver;r short demons tratdcn of a homemaking job will be
given by an appointed person at the opening of everJ club
meeting. These effective quickies will be called "eye
openers". Decause they have a �lace at the starting time of
each neeting, they are ex;ected to entice the u��a1 late­
comers to be on time.
Family relations study was offered as part of the Country
Life Conference. Graham County women availed t.hemse'lves of
the opportunity to attend classes on "How' to Answer the
Questions of Young Children", "::?ecreation for Teen-agers",
"Hew to Get Along with People", and "Flow'er Arranger::entstl•
The ladies parcelled out beforehand among themselves the
responsibili� of attending certain classes. � this
planning, they were able later to have an exchange of
information gained, and they had a complete s� of the
conference schools.
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The librar,r kit furnisr�d bJ· the Univercity Libr�/, has
been used by trIO clubs in tr..e county. Clubs used it in
ccnnection with their �etinbs tor b�ok reviews. IIonenakers
were assured that th�J � borrow books directlY from the
University library. Th.:s is a service that, since rural
libraries are scarce, can be a real enjol�nt and benefit
to rural families.
The Count,y Council tas a r�al librar,r service conmittee.
Its chafrman has contacted the Board of Supervisors to
dete�e the possibilit.7 or a county book lending unit.
She 'VIas told that, althOUbh the state has passed a law
which wC'ud make library service possible, t1-.e county cannot
�resently apportion mone.y fer the unit.
Radio teaching was used in cozmection with Hone :Seautifica­
tion as a home management, j.rob'Iem, Several ti=:es the county
agent and the horne de�nstration abent have a��fered over the
air questions of horne be�tification that have cone to
extension service. On cne �rogram a local mrselJ1!lall was
interviel1ed so that tLe li!ltening public mit:�t ret first
band, professional advice. �he c�xnty abent spoke at the
fall County Homemakers I Cclr.cil meeting enphasi=ing the
neatness, cleanliness, and 'beauty of the e:rter=-ors of rural
hones. Ee pcinted lJut t::a.t there would be less delinquency,
less teen-age irrespo:l�f'.:.ility if' homes and :·ar� 'Were
plea.sant and attractive.
Family nanagenerrt was stressed in connection -.1ith house planning
and building at the fall ::::.eeting of the county council. It was
podrrted out that fa=.ily relationships and econorri.cs should be
considered when bud.Ldi.ng a new house.
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Cranberry Or�,ge Relish
4 cups cranberries, 2 oranges, quar-tered and seeded,
2 cups sugar
Put ralV cranberries and oranges thro".lgh food chopper. Add
sugar and mix �lell. Chill in refrigerator a felv hours be­
fore serving. �es one quart relish. This relish will
keep uell in the refrigerator for several weeks.
1. Peel, core and dice 2 apples; stir in for
.
cranbe�J apple relish
2. stir in 1/2 cup each c!iced raw carrots and
cele�J for cranberr,y vegetable relish
3. Aed 1 cu, canned or fresh grapefruit segments
4. Stir in pinch ponder-ed cinnamon and cloves
tor a spicy relish
S. Stir in 1 cup frozen or canned or fresh
diced pineapple
cup sUbar' 6 tablespoons corn starch
1 teaspoon lemon juice
4 cups sponge or angel cake
cubes
Combine sugar, corn starch, salt and lemon juice. Gradually add cranb�rry
juice, heat to boiling over direct heat and then bcil gentlY J minutes,
stirring consta,tly_ Cool slightl1. Add c�� cubeso Blend-thoroughly.
Pour into waxed paper-lined loal pan, cover "Ii. th rrazed paper , Chill for
at least four hours. Unmold on serving tray. Garnish 17ith whipped
cream. Makes 1 loaf (9'IX5'IX)") or 8 to 10 servdngs., If a more vivid
color-is desired add a few drops of red food coloring �hen cream is
added.
Turkish Delight
3 tablespoons gelatin
2 cups sugar
1/2 cup cold water
Grated rL"1d and juice of 1 or-ange
1/2 cup hot uater
Grated rind and juice of 1 lemorn
Red or green coloring
Soak the gelatin in the cold uater. Put the' sugar and hot rrater in a
saucepan. lilien it reaches the boiling point, add the gelatin and simmer
twenty minutes. Add color and the flavorings; strain into a bread pan
whi.ch has been rinsed uith cold -rrater. The mixture should be from one-­
half to one inch in depth.
When it is cold, turn it onto a ooarde Cut into cubes or other shapes
and roll in confectioners' sugar•.
If you prefer other flavors, _such as peppermint, Tdntergteen and clove,
omit the fruit juice and rind, add one-half cup of Yfater," and flavor
;
with n feu drops of oil of peppermint, oil of vdntergreen, oil of cloves,etc.
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III. Project Activities and r.esults
n, Clothing �d ?e..�i1es
study in clothing and textiles fer the year lla:s been hiCh­
lichted by tailoring. In a special interest c�ss 33 women
comp'Ie ted suits or coats in December" 1948. For the teach­
ing cf t!'-.is class tr.e clot:iL�� specialist ..as assisted
by the hoze demonstration atent. A siI:l1lar cl2.SS 'VIas held
in January and rebruary or 1949. So many hczerakers had
enrolled in the original class tho.t a division had to be
msde , Tr.e clothinci SFecialist assisted in only t1:e fit-
ting workshops of this hst class. Thirty more r.omen COIl­
pleted coats cr suits. 'Il:.erefore a total of 63 women were
"gracrJ.ated" out of the 75 no had enrolled in t!:e early fall.
Ladies chose fabrics of excellent quality" and 'Were very
meticulous in their ccnstruction techniques and choice of
findings. The extensive tailoring instruction sponsored
by extension service r� added tremendously to the prestiee
of the service. Pictures a..�d articles appeared in all
locally distributed papers and in the IfAri:oz:a Farmer" mag­
azine. Sam.les of these follow this report section. A
su.mma.ry sheet shomng continued use of the tailoring in­
struction by class meobers no answered the qaestdonnafre
also follows this rerort section.
Savings of the first class group were indicated by the
women themselves to be on an average of C40.00 a garment.
Savings :ndicated by the second group were approximately
�50.o0 each. In mnny cases outfits which would be purchased
for from �l50.00 to 0300.00 were made for less than �IOO.OO.
In another case" the actual saving of one wc:oan en a light
vreight finger-tip length jacket may have been o� �lO.OO
to C12.00.
One homeoaker in the class had never had a ��it in her life.
The reaqy-to-wear garments ��d never fitted. Sr� now is
core than pleased with her home-tailored suit which does
fit to perfection" and is" indeed, love� to look at.
Another homemaker who has a husband, four beys and a
daughter for whom she sews" made for herself a suede cloth
full length coat, and for cne of her sons a. corduroy jacket.
These women" like others" are going to continue tailoring
for their facilies from naw on.
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Gr� County women w;� atten�ed tte Countr.y Life Conference
chose to give as their cotmty report denonstration "Hone
Tailoring St�"les". Thej' staged an IIEaster Parade Style ShcnT"
in which seven ladies took part. L.D.S. Relief 50cieties
have carried two schools of tailoring in cormection with
their church homemaking p·0Gram. Fourteen woren have made
garments under the teacl::ir.g of sewing directors. Tl"..e home
demonstration agent has assisted whenever asked. For the
relief societ,r annivcrsarJ celebration the two local stakes
centered their o.chievenent shows around hone tailored garments.
Local stores JIJay have lost soce business in their ready-to­
vrear de! ar-tmerrts , but thej" have bained equally in comparison
by tt.e sale of fabrics and findings. In the long run, no
doubt, tr..ey will have a better sustained busdness with these
ver:; wrnen who have Learned to do their own tailoring. The
request still comes that extension service teach the project
again next year. It may be, however, that the work has
served its rurpose for t!-.e presenb, In due tire, another
such course should cert� be arranged.
"Remodeling and Salvage of Clothes" was a rrcj ect especially
designed to take care of t� e teaching needs cf �"".e L.D.S.
sewing directors. The P.elie! Society winter prograa center­
ed around tte reany phases cf cake-overs. Since the Relief
Societies affiliate with extension service £or training,
this froject was timed ;;cr!ectly. TIle de:rronstration and
illustrative kit included ��zcestions fron "��ttons and bOITS"
to recutting knit articles. TIuring the one �nth of its
peak use tr� lesson was presented to a total of 144 homemakers.
A sunnar.1 of the leaders' reports follmvs this report section.
After attending a sewing n:a.chine clem ing school taught by
the clothing specialist t�e ho�e denonstration agent held
similar clinics in the county. Leaders were trained first
who later assisted the agent l1ith other clinics. Clubs which
chose the sewing machine mrk, learned in club :ceeting only
how to adjust machine stitching. Machines were taken apart
�Iis E. I�ison
Graham County
1949
and cleaned only in s'",pervised workshops. Fifty-eiGht
women cleaned and adjusted sewing machines under the guidance
of the horae demnstration �--ent. It'orty-three nore woren
adju!:jted tho stitchirlb c! tl'.eir sewine machines at their own
club ceetinGs under the guidance of leaders. This project
has been so popular ttat ::.t is competing with the tailoring
for first place In the hearts of extension service cooperators.
The Froject is repeated in the 1950 progr� There will be
as ma:rr:r more clinics as ti.ere were in the past year. It is
a1��s stressed that exter�ion service is shoWing homemakers
how to clean sewing machines - not to repair t.lren. It is
not considered that business is taken aw3:1' frCtl repair men.
Pictures taken at the workshops follow this report section.
The project "t:ald.ng the ::est of Appearances - Croomingtl
was quite an intrieuing one for hcaemaker-s , The7 enjoyed
tryinr new hair styles and have been enthusiastic over the
hone-dade hand lotion, tooth powder, and face cream. �.'hen
women are shown how they can save money on personal Ltens
they are pleased. llomeaa; er clubs and relief societies
both taught the lesson. Leader reports will be turned in
next jCar.
"The Apron Kit" prepared 17 the clothing s;ecialist has been
used by six groups. Ladies have bought, cut and copied
patterns of each other's favorite aprons, as well as have
they adopted the patterns in the kit. t:ost clubs have had
this project close enough to Christmas to use tr.e aprons as
holiday Gifts.
Sewing and clothing study of this year influenced the choice
of projects for next year. tr"':aking Clot:bing Accessories",
"Feet and Shoes", "Desit;ns for Self''', and "Ser.....ng �chine
Attachment Use" are all i.!:cluded in the coning program,
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Coats made by Graham County women in one ot the Extension
Tailoring schools.
C7
Suits made by Graham County WOlten in one of the Extension
Tailoring schools.
Three-pieoe auit ensemble made by the young
lady's mother and grandmother in one ot the
Graham County Extension Tailoring Schools.
Showing mothers who made tailored garments worn
by their son and daughters
ShOWing thirteen suits made in the Extension
Service Tailoring school
Showing three each of exceptionally well�e
8ui ta and coats
Extension Service Tailoring School
Showing ten coats made in Extension Service Ta.ilor­
ing school
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in afford' i th
Graham Coun
hen they compli
fi Borne 40 of
wearing. Too e
hear "and it co
what I'd have
'store-bought' ou it that'
bit better." For the omen who
have just comp eted the course in
tailoring, direc d by Loi E. Har­
rison, Graham county home demon­
stration agent, are justifiably proud
of the suits and coats they've made.
Under skillful fin er , soft oolens
and firm wor teds, gabardines,
tweeds and broadcloths - plain,
striped or plaid in pattern-became
neatly tailored garments fashioned to
fit the individual maker . . . and her
purse.
Helen L. Church, state extension
clothing specialist, attended each of
the five all-day sessions, held alter­
nately in Safford Iethodist Church
vestry and the Thatcher L.n.S. Re­
lief Society hall to accommodate
women from all parts of Graham
County. Under her tutelage, fitting,
bound buttonhole making, putting in
pockets and linings . . . all the buga­
boos of the home dressmaker were
met and conquered.
With completion of the first class,
another group of Graham home­
makers has begun work on tailoring.
 
pink, green
ne mal-es the array of gar-
c 10l ful 'One. 'Under care­
e Into neatly tailored ou -
buttonholes, patch
ets, trim lapeL 01
are displayed
in the
as completed coats and
uits to equal in sty 1 and work­
manship those made earlier in the
vinter. So many ladies enrolled
last fall for the cIa giv en by the 0
University of Arizona Agricult­
ural Extension "€1 Ice under the
directjon of Irs. Loi E. Harri­
son, home demonstration agent
that work with appro .imately halt
of them had to be delayed until
after January irst.
The trend of COlor in the spring
suits and coats was in gray, but a
ful fingers. 1\\ eed s, gabardine,
suede cloth and flannel were to
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GnAEAll COUl1l'Y
51 possible returned repo�
30 actual returned reports
University of Arizona
College of Agriculture
u. S. Depar-tment, of Agriculture
and Graham County Cooperating
COOPERATIVE E.."Q'El�SION YfORK
nl
AGRICULTURE AIm n.J� ECONOMICS
Agricultural Extension Service
Safford, Arizona Home Deoonstration �J1ork
.
County .Agent �lork
August 22, 1949
SU1�: •••••••• ACCOMPLISHr18!ITS FROM TAILORING SCHOOlS
NA1�: ADDRESS:
------------�-------------- --------------------------
1. Have you made garment other than the one made at Tailoring Meetings?
How many 25. Suits II------- _' Coats--------
Do you plan. to make a Tailored Garment this fall or winter? 18
2. �1hat of the following have you used?
1. Clapper for pressing Yes 27 no
2. Shm!lder pads Yes 23 No
3� �ethod of finishing hems Yes 24 No
4. Press cloth Yes 28 flo
5. Buttonhole Uethod Yes 27 No
3. Have you helped others with tailoring problems? Yes 22. No
----
4. Have you used information le arned in purchasing ready made coat or suit?
Yes 1 No
-----
Other connnents: DATE:
----------------
PLEASE: fill out this sheet and retunl it to N.rs. Lois E. P..arrison,
Home Demonstration Agent, Courthouse, Safford.,
Return by October 1st.
Addressed envelope enclosed
...-" •. �.,\�. ... - :--'" \. \. - ..��tA. � - .\.���,:��, \..�� . .o�\ �
LOi� E: HARRISON
.�ome Demonstration Agent
If this compil3 d report of 30 out of 57 reflects similar work by the others
the teaching,hasbeen ver,y valuable
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� 7Arr1)�.r�G TECHNIQUES
County: Graham Special Interest
Leaders: Carol Lines
Verna Ev�"'lS
Check below the method or methoCs used
I. How inforraation vaa given to others
1. X Showed by doing
---
2. X Had others do
2. Showed by completed article 4. Only discussion
----- -----
or illustration o�
II. Humber or days you (leader or leaders) spent On he'lpang w'ith this
unit or work 50 •
CLUB �...::.::...l{
1. Hov oany wonen used follaning tecr�ques:
Luttonholes
Pockets
Shoulder pads
Hem finishes for coats and s�its
Carbon paper
Tying threads
13
9
14
14
2
14
8
4
6
2. How many made e
Clappers
Press cloths
13
14
*Relatives, neighbors, 4-H leaders, friends that you may have helped
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X.2':A.HY
LEfl..D!:R I S 1:'P..JJECT RE.L)ORT
R.L::O:r:1I�3 CIDTI1IIJG 8 possible returned r-epor-ts
5 actual returned rer-orts
County Grahanl Club
Date 1949 Leaders 11
Check ( ) below the method or r.et!:o.ds U$ed
I. Haw information was civen to others:
4
5
1. Showed by dOinb 3. Had others do---'
2. Showed by confleted article
or 1l1ustratio!l o:lly 4. Discussion
II. Uumber of days you (Leader' cr Leader-s) spent :.n i:.elping with this
unit o� work 19 •
In Organized
Groups Others*
1. How many old carmerrta were }jlt back
into use for
Self
Children
. . . . . . . . . 24
30
1
14
2. Ho� many used methods learned in
remaking knit clothin6•••••••••••••••• 59 30
3. HOl' many made use of
Dicey patterns •••• • •••••••••..•••..••••••••... • • • • • • • • • • • •• 4
Bows and other triw�g •••••••••• J 8
Uittens •... ••.••..•••.•...•............................•• 1
Aprons •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 2
Other Comnents:
Denonstratioh seen by 158 women in 9 meetings
Reports indicated th..at mor-e work wou'Ld be done for
winter clothing than had been for summer clothing.
*Relatives,.neighbors" 4-H leaders, friends you may have helped.
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Showing county women cleaning
sewing machine parta in Extension
Service lJachine Cleaning and
Adjus ting Clinic
Showing ladies cleaning their own sewing
machines in Extension Service Sewing Y.achine
Cleaning and Adjus ting CliDic.
Lois E. Harrison
Graham County"
1949
III. Project Activities and Results
I. Recreation and Coomunity Life
The Klondyke Homenakera I Club is the best exapple of re­
creation and communi� life stemming direc� fron extension
service. The women of this isolated coDI:t.1lli.ty seldom get
together except fer tr.eir club meeting. They �e a rather
festive occasion of their pct--Inck dinner, and always arrange
for a recreational period of the day as well as for the current
lesson. other clubs have round that allowing title for ganee
or sinbL� has added zest to their project r.eetinbs. Every
club devotes one �r �etinb to a picnic get-together
for all their families, ��d soca have Christcas parties for
famJies.
The Safford club hit upon a unique answer to roll call. Each
month each member answers b7 giving her favorite recipe for
a particular food chosen fer that month. A club connnittee
receives all recipes. At tte close of the year, this co�
mittee lri.11 compile a Safford lIomeI!lCkers I Club recipe book.
They expect to have it printed and sell copies.
This saze club acted as hostess to all the 4-H girls' clubs
in the town for their achfevenerrt day prograra, The event
was held in the Safford High School Home Econo:nics depart­
nent. The agent feels that this was a fine expression of
cooperation, and an exceHerrt way to acquaint women and parents
with club work.
In the Lebanon COlIlI!Ill.nity the girls I 4-H club turned their
achievement day into a supper for their parents. The girls
prepared the entire meal under the supervision of their leader.
The seventeen club members served all their nothez-s and ten
fathers. As evidence of Ccc:I!lnity spirit, this occasion was
noteworthy.
In communities where there is no homemakers' club, the PTA's
sponsored 4-H achievement days. The average attendance of
mothers in the various cor::r:mnities was about 50, which would
not have been the case had not the adult org��izations coopera­
ted with the youth progran,
Lois E. l�ison
Cr'ahan County
1949
I:omenaker Council meetdngs are a form of ccunty-wfde com­
munity participation which is pleasant. The council has
been very active durin: the past year in endeavors of county­
wide interest. Under their proper headings are discussed
council prcjects concernin� health, librar,y service, valley
fly controlj county narsinc service, and coordinating the
teacr��g of food habits in �le schools. All these show bood
co�ty spirit.
The Count,r Fair represented rarticipation b7 all comcunities
in tr.e county. .Amon� tLe entries, Ln the wmen's division,
however, it was evident t!"'.at only- two co:ccu.nities were far
in tLe lead with numbers of entries. This was proba.bly due
to the fact that mtney a.ards were given to organizations or
coomunities on a ribbon-;oint basis. Only ribbons were
given to individual entries. Therefore, the smaller comrmmi­
ties felt that there was no chance for them. Ladies who
assisted in the women's c..e;;artment represented all the valley
comcunities. Blue ribbc� articles of the count7 fair were
re�ed for sendinb to t�e state fair. At tr� close of the
CLun�� fair the wonen's s�p:rintendent and tr� hone deoonstra­
tion agent revised the er.t.."j' list for next year I 5 fair. notes
were nade cf all sU:Eestic� and changes which n, bht improve
next r-ear's fair.
The As�st Homemakers' Cl�b took an active part in the
County Fair Parade. Their float depicted the several
projects of their club learning in this past J"ear. A huge
wind0"3 fram which the lfO!Jen themselves bad ��ilt, allowed
by-standers to look into t:--eir homemakers I hoze , Women
were shown measuring each other for patterns, cleaning sewing
machtnes , cooking, hanging draperies. The node.I expandable
house loaned from the state office 17as also displayed on
the float. Two waren 'Were shown studying its c.etails.
Happ� the club received a �25.00 check fran t�-e county
fair co�ssion as first prize winner in the parade.
The two communities which have had cancer edacation pro­
grams have shown excellent community spirit. The home­
makers' club which purchased for use in its community a
visiting nurse's kit is nore than appreciated for its co�
manit" interest.
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Lois E. Harrison
Graham CountY'
1949
There h�s been fine cooperation on the part cf church and
school officials in providing t:r� use of room, buildings,
and equipoent for extension service meetL�cs. The ho�
de=onstration agent, in turn, serves whenever possible in
�chool� church or co�t.7 2ctivities. The L.D.S. Relief
Society of Thatcher gives tte use of its meetL�G room for
all leader training sessions.
One ed:lcational circular letter of the year was in the form
of a Christmas t;reeti.ng; a copy follows this report section.
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COOPERATIVE EXTE!!3 ION SERVICE
III
AGRICULTURE AND HOME EcONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA Agricultural Extension Svc.
Home Demonstration Work
Sattord, Arizona COlmty Agent Work
. .'
University ot Arizona
College nt Agriculture
U.S.Department ot �iculture
and Graham Count" Cooperating
December, 1948
Kerry Christmas Everyone 1 1
The Christmas season is the fullest one 1D
the entire year, so we want to give you .ug�
& tio!lS to bring special glQ'lour to even
simple holiday meals.
When company drifts in all during the Chris t­
mas season, it's good to be able to sayJ �on't
you stay for dinner'" Try this recipe to shew
you're a good manager with a olever imagina­
tion: S TEAUm CARROT PUDDING I
1 cup sugar 1 cup flour
2 teasp. baking powder 1 teasp. salt
1 cup finely grated raw carrot 1 cup finely
1 cup seedless raisins grated raw
1 cup dates potato
Mix and sitt sugar, flour, baking pew-der. and salt. Add remaining ingred­
ients and mix thoroughly. Fill molds n"t more than 2/3 tull. Steam 2 hours
in small molds or 3 hours in a large mold. And for zest, serve it with
CIDER SAUCE:
l� cup butter li cups powdered suga�
1/4 teaspoon salt 178 te&spocn cinnamon
3 or 4 tablespoons cider or apple juice
Cream together the butter ...nd sugar. Add cinnamon and melt. stir in the
cider or apple juice a little at & time.
And here's a pattern for yo� Christmas Reindeer - for place �ards, pin-on
name eards, or just tavors,
•
"In Belgium. Santats reindeer ri�ure in,
A plate piled high with oats,
A place for them on every hearth will win.
At Christmas dawn the 'ats ate gone,
And in their place are toys �i;
Sincere thankB �or your loyalty and cooperation
for Extension Service through the year, and our
best wishes £or a happy holiday season.
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LEH,lg
Sincerely yours,
�\�-� ������
Lois E. Harrison
Home Demonstration Agent
Lois E. Harrison
C:raham county
1949
IV. Outlook
In the past Graham County extension service teaching and
assistance for rural fa=ilies has been acconp�hed, mainly�
b:t the county agent lIOrk:in� with men and 4-H boys� the hone
demonstration agent werking with women and 4.li girls. In
1949� however� both agents have combined efforts in �
cases. The thought that family planning, fanily working
out of problems would being best results is Caining momentum,
ProLably the one factor of radio teachtng has done as I!IUch
as any other thing to coordinate the work of both agents,
and further the assimilation of the teaching Ly the public.
The county personnel pl��, L, the future, to broaden efforts
toward family and coocunity education.
Alo:lti tr.e same trend cf fa:oily and community teaching is the
planned organization of co�ity 4-H clubs. Heretofore�
there have been separate boys' and girls' project clubs. Now
the county abent and the home demonstration a�nt are getting
the two together in the several communities. It is expected
that the one over-all club in each center will meet to-
gether in the winter zont.hs , mainly for recreation. In the
surmer- months, project clu.bs will meet separately for concentra­
ted project work.
Now t!�lat Wl men of the county, through the Hm::e....akers'
Council, have taken Dore responsibilit.1 tow-�d the women's
pr-ogram and county welfare, extension service is bound to
broaden. Every club and organization affiliated with extension
service in 1949 sent in program requests for 1950. This shows
a substantial increase L, L�terest and use of the service.
Therefore in 1950 and the future � there should be a constant­
ly growing de��d for extension service edacation, among
rural families.
As folks come to use "lo!'!g range planning, short range action"
family� community, and county problems can be solved more
satisfactorily. Through the Homemakers' Council has come
about greater appreciation of project planning and meeting
the needs of more than individuals. This circunstance is a
good background f:o'I! future efforts of the county staff to­
ward f�y and conmrunity educational help.
It is expected that one new homemaker club will be organized
in the coming year.
Lois E. I�rison
.AI:lO:le the homemakers d' tI�e county, extension service is
definite� building leadership. The rnL�er of 84 adult
WODen leaders serving in 1949 against 54 scrvang in 1948
in itself proves tte direction of leadership bTO'wth. It
cannot, but oontinue to (TOW and improve.
I:ext year's program for hozenakcra includes projecto in the
fields of home manabe=e�t a�d hOMe furnishinbs; nutrition and
food preparation; clot.. .:.L'"l3 and set..Ing teclmiques; health and
fa.."'!ily relations. Ther- 1'l:ill be handled throueh club pro­
jects, special intere�t schools, local special interest
projects, and county councd.L activity. �nsion service
educatdon will be acco::!.rlished by demonzrtr-atdcns , discussions,
circular letters, bulletins, news articles, radio talks,
home and office calls. The program for 1950 is a challenge
to the hone demonstration agent, the extension personnel, and
the rural extension f�. It will call for clear thinking,
bood pla�e, and rea� cooperation.
Eecause so many wo=ensl �-'P3 a!:[iliate nth extension
service, even though tte7 �e not precisely hoDe�(erS'
clubs, the total percen�e of women reached t:1rough organiz­
ed teaching is high. Lv'en so, there are still too �
woren who cannot or do not attend meetdngs , It is l'nth these
that the agent hopes to work more personally in the future.
In 1949 four communities did not have 4-H work, the reaaon
being that leaders could not be procured. 7he county staff
expects to establish a county 4-H council earl;; in 1950. The
homezaker-s ! council has already elected two member-a to this
new boqy. It is sincere� hoped that, through the combined
efforts of the 4-H council, parents in the several communi­
ties, and the extension service personnel, 4-H youth work
rill be offered in every conmmf,ty in t he county. There will
be orga�ized 4-H clubs for both boys and girls on the Apache
Indian reservation.
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